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NEWSPAPER OF LAGUAADtA COMMUNITVCOLLEOE 
In all audit repert relea~ed early In Oc;:tober State ComptrOI!er 
Arthur levHl charged the LaGuardia C\,.ornmun.,v Cf)lIeac A!o ')(' 
!IV" wllh disbul~mg dUring .. live .1nd·a half year pi,.od ('1er 
$C'-l,OOO hum a special ,luxlliarv lund t", ourpOSC5 'Ntll 'I ~~d ','1, 
,f a"), direct benef IU' ~'udent:; 
On Ocl "',11'1,$ ne ...... J,:..\pCr W3::' '11',1 8ItC'tef.llc' thtl8Udif Ihr, ;~r. 
an arlu;;le which appf'area In the D8/Iy News. roal ;l'Ig Ihe heacU''''6 
leI/lit COllftge Sqoanders SSG In Student Funds On Oct 8, the 
N y r,mes ran •• im,lar 8rll(;18. le$$ dramatically headlined 
""udll QuesUons Use 01 Siudent FundS. Both artl(;ll''iI hsted 
levitt's 'epon of QU~uillon.ble expenses and the charge thai the-
$85.000 In questton wefe S1uclenl mMIBS. 
'n the Student· Faculty Aasoclatlon meehng on Dcl 18, Presldenl 
... ~."-', ... " •• , ellPlalned tMtthe S8S 000 WN disbursed tram an aUlllliary 
account. whICh was developed through comm aslons 
-:J.1flIO. ",.,..,..'."., .... ~tor. He 8uggested lhal lhe aud!1 and 
blown the matter out 01 proportIon. but 
In the past eaymil1hal there Is 
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I)ea,rSludent. 
I am delighted to welcome you to La· 
Guardia Community College. 
A" we bf!gin our seventh yeu of op-
eration, we may look forward to aharing 
malny e:u:iting new development.s. Our 
Gymn.aium oomple.z. opens thia rail for 
the fil'1lt time. making poeible a wide 
range of individual and team athletic ae-
tivitiee: our new tbMt.re will aoon be 
avwbla for CoIIe~ and community 
u ... aDd for the fint time ,ino. the 
College opened in 1971, we will have full 
UN of all our newly·rennvated dna· 
rooma lind labnratoriu. 
Even in the faoe of budget Cut.s and 
lowered enrollmenta throughout the 
City University, LaGuard ... Community 
College h.u continued to grow, and this 
Fall our population include. over 5.000 
lIludenll, t.M larpst number ever. 
lliatorieally. we hive utablisbed a 
tndition of atudent participation in tha 
aC:livitiel at 1.he College. CurTt:nlly. 
nudent.saiton the College'a Senate, La· 
Guardia'a chief governing body. and on 
the St! -lent Counci1, which overlIOOI 
student. .. ,- tivitiee. Moat of our atudent.s 
are active participant.a in the varioul 
clubll end organiUltiona, publicatioTUI 
and Ilclivitiea in lhe coUege. I do hope you 
will berome an active member of our (0lIl . 
munity by taki.og advantAge of IUch 
programs. 
) am confM1ent that you will enjoy and 
profit from your ltay at LaGuardia 
Community Col&ege. 1 wish you well in 
thia endea_ .nd look forward to 




Fiorello's Flute Is the official 
student newspaper of laGuardia 
Community COllege. Opinions 
expressed in the paper are not 
necessarily those of the college 
administration, faculty, or the 
student body. Editorial opinion 
expressed herein Is determined 
by a maJority vote of the Flute 
staff. The Flute offices are locat· 
ed in the Satellite Building, in 
the back of the student cafeteria 
at LaGuardia Community Col· 
lege, 31·10 Thomson Avenue, 
Long Island Clly, New York 




Most Surviv e Regist ration But -
Financial Aid Flops Again! 
by Cy.ttUa 1'. Kau. 
Registration is now over and mOIL of us 
have lurvived. For once. the registration 
process, that is, the Ilgning into classes, 
wu fast enough and orderly enough, but 
the financial aid proeeu still leavel &lot to 
be desired. 
I had aMondayappointment (or 1:20 but 
made lure ... many other people did, that I 
was in the Eucutone Building earlier. This 
we did thinking that the earlier we'd get 
there the futer we'd get out. Many of us 
were bitterly disappointed. 
I waa officiall1 clocked into registration 
at 1:90. That's when the proc:esa stalled. I 
was told that if 1 applied lor fInancial aid, I 
should go into the neat room and get on 
line. So I did, and waited and waited and 
waited ... Finally. after an hour and forty-
five minutes, I reached the c1erk's desk. 
She gave me a form to fill out and return. 1 
did, and Ihe told me what typel 01 aid I 
would receive. 
Perhaps an hour and forty-five mlnut.es 
does not 100m Uke along time to wail. But 
this wait was pretty rough on those of UI 
who had to stand on that line. We had to 
wakh .. those students, affluent enough 
nol to need aid. were hurried right 
through, by·passing finacial aid's mess, 
and being able to have flnt choice at 
offered claases. I listened to the woes of 
students who hadmiuedclassel. were late 
for work. were late picking up their child· 
ren, and some who missed out on register-
ing for some classes be«use they were 
closed out before they got a chance. 
They listened to me complain about my 
aching feet, and my worries that IIOme 
classes I wanted would problably be flUed 
even if I ever made it out of linanacial a.'d. 
All the time I was in that room, no one 
ever came in to find out what the delay 
was. Tere wu nota supervisor to be aeen . 
There were o!l.ly two young women taking 
care of the financial aid procesa. and they 
didn't seem too thrilled about it either. As I 
was standing at the side o(the desk, ready 
to hand back my signed fonna, I wu asked 
if I was in the right line. The woman who 
asked me this question had rushed past. me 
on her way to the Executone Building. at 
1:}0 p.m. I woodered where she and the 
other woman with her had been all that 
time. 
I realize thatfmancw aid is an important 
part of registration. What I don't under · 
stand is why it was necessary to keep eo 
many of us waiting for 10 long. 
Maybe Financial Aid ahould revamp it'a 
system. I have a suggestion. Why not mail 
the students tbe forms that must be filled 
out? Each student would be advised of how 
much aid they were to receive and know 
what balance would have to be paid at 
registration. The completed forms could be 
brought in by the student and handed to 
the Bursar's office as one of the steps in 
registration. 
Registration can be quite an uperienee. 
But it lhouldo't be taken for granted that it 
is necessarily a bad experience. 
I hope Financial Aid will eonsider my 
luggestion. and try to help LaGuardia 
students get through registration with as 
few delays as possible. 
FIRE DRillS Now that construction in : the main buUdlng Is nearly completed there have been 
many changes in the design of the buiid ing. Emergency evacuation 
routes are posted in every room and ail members of the college 
community are requested to famil iarize themselves wilh these 
routes . Signal for buil ding evacuation is the continuing sounding 
of fi re bell s. At the sound of these bellS, all persons should im-
mediately leave the building by the appropriate ex il and walk away 
from the front 01 Ihe building, so as not to impede access by the 
Fire Department. There will be a drill on October 27th, 1977. 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING, 
BABY? 
by B",b.ar.ill Sc:ott 
Beyond the hallway fo LaGuardia's main 
basement, ahadowed by students eager to 
meet their day of xholarly rewards, 
mnds a mural introducing the passerby to 
the wonderful world of the Littte People, 
Striving for recognition, their eolony of 
about50, worked diligently for many days, 
Mining forth on canvas their rendition of 
life at the eoIony, And when it was 
finished, t hey waited with excitement 
hoping that IIOmeone would finally take 
notice of their existence, 
The Ruons change Iwift1y. The Liute 
People tried not to let their disappoint· 
ment st. w .. each day brought them 
closer to the realization that the lOme 
people in the outside world did not ~ 
about them or their happineas. Their 
leader eneouraged t hem to eontinue striv· 
ing to maintain an equilibrium in their 
lil'es. Her philoeophy is that they must do 
the best they can with what they have. 
And 10 their lives eontinued at the 
eolony. From Monday througb Friday they 
worked on ahUt. from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
8eeaUN of their size, the Littte PeopW 
were dependent on their leader and her 
assistants to provide them with the necess-
ities fora well balanced day. They partici. 
pate in music. creative body movement, 
cooking, language arts, talisthenics, wood· 
working and block building. The 
encou.raaemnt of independent thinking 
and the promotion of akilIa prepares the 
Little Peopl4 (or the world o( the adult. 
The Little p~ are in danger. Their 
leamiDg proeeu In being bampered by red 
tape and the bureaucracy of LaGuardia. 
The explosion of the Chiclc.let factory 
brought new problems to the colony. The 
window that allowed the lunahine to enter 
was blown out. It is boarded up and now 
harbors a hole that leta in the winter'l 
draft.. The radiator which provides warmth 
(or the Littte Peopk is now endangering 
their Iivel.1t iI hanging off t he wall. a (ew 
screws holding it in place. There are no 
electrical outlets at the eolony. The Mule 
P~ are being denied the enjoyment of 
listening to music .. well as the use of 
electrieal teaching aids. To add insult to 
injury, LaGuardia wantl to turn their 
sandboa into a garden of lr'eu for the 
(ac:ulty to gaze upon as they take in their 
leisure time on the terrace overlooking the 
colony playground . Weeds now oceuP1 the 
space where swings ahould be. 
Yes, the Little People IJ'f) in danger. 
They are in danger of having their learning 
proeeu Itined. They need our help. They 
are our children It the Day Care Center, 
the children of the studenUl of LaGuardia 
Community College. 
S.A.C. Sponsors Open House 
by GdiHundJey 
On October 5th , the Student Activities 
Committee sponsered a funfilled orienta· 
tion to weleome new students (and return-
lngstudents) to LaGuardia. 
As I walked through the doors of the new 
recreation room it was ftlled to the brim 
with fellow LaGuardians. with more stu-
dents coming in every minute. Richard 
Little, assistantcoordinatorofS.A.C., ""as 
the M.C. for the program. The open hOUN. 
which started at 1:80. ended at 5:00, and I 
enjoyed every minute of the program. 
The first of many perlormel"l was a 
group composed of Darell Smith, Russ 
Bryant and Stanley Harington. who gave 
u. three lOngs. "Baby I've Learned to Live 
Alone. M "Message in our Music," and a 
jazzed up version of "Old McDonald had a 
Farm." They were fantasticl J udging from 
the applause of the audience. they really 
knew their stuH. 
Next was Ralph Mendoi.ter and his club 
The SaJ·Soul Experience, who gave us 8-
demonBtration of the Latin Hustle. Afler 
A '.Itur. article on the new LaGuardia 
gym will appear In the next Flutelssu •. 
SaI·Soul. Jerolyn Minter. assistant Dean 
of Student Services and President Joaeph 
Shenker have us a few words. 
The hit of the open house wu a fashion 
show , as performed by The Social Essence 
Club. Debra Yatel. President. The tata· 
gories: were: Lounge Wear. Casual. After 
Dinner. and Formal Wear. The Models 
were: Yasmin Greene. RhGnda Pikina. Lori 
Smith, Shanta Kindsay, Kathy DuVar· 
nish. Yvette Hernandez. Gail Green and 
one young man, Mic:heal Paine, who didn't 
seem to mind being the only male in the 
group. 
After the fashion Ihow Richard an-
nounced that there will be a Ihort break (or 
refreshments. Break was right! That'. 
what everyone did. The rear table was 
filled with all kind. of sandwiches (full.Ize, 
not the little fmgeronea) and soda. All the 
guests were well behaved. And this pro-
gum really helped to boost the student 
morale. I hope S.A.C, will continue to 
sponsel' more of these events. 
NEW GYM 
OPENS! 
t.Guanl1a'laew~ II DOW OpeD 
to dlltudeDU. Loeated OG the but ... Dt 
aDd tint Door Ieve&., at the eDd of thelllal.n 
c:ooridor IDAkH It tMilw'bk! from aDy put 
of the coIJep. The Dew SYBIl Ladudes aD 
exc:erdM I'0OIII ucI lepuate r-ecreatioll 
fadlIliel wludl are opeD daily froID 8 a.lII. 
to 10 p.III., aDd SatvdaYI frolll 9-5p.lII. 
Buketbalh. voDeybaD.&Dd other equip-
meat are available to aDyODe iDterelted. 
Elaborate equip ... nt hu recently been 
ordend. aDd lIIid quarter. trampollne., 
unenn parallel ba .... indoor lenni. with 
tennil ball plkhb:tc machine •• aD ariticial 
IOU drivlac rana:e aDd other .pparatu. will 
be available, 
Middle college and tontiduins education 
.tudenta. the day care ceDter, .... d lemor 
dlheas, as weD as,..plu coUe,e It"deat. 
are free to UN: the SYBIl .. 1001' as they 
preaeat their t. Guardla kleatlficatJoo 
card. Roseann Bulalino 
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Carol Bellamy Stomps The 'Ole 
Campaign Trail At Laguardia 
by CJDthia T. K.uea 
State Senator Carol Bellamy, stomping 
her campaign trail, took time nut to speak 
to LaGuardia students on Friday October 
10th. Miss Bellamy, the Democratic 
nominee for City Council President, spoke 
freely for about 25 minutes and then 
answered questions. 
During hel' speech ahe mentioned the 
difficulties she had, at age 29. trying to get 
the public's attention. This was her first 
attempt at public office. One of the biggest 
problems she had was trying to be taken 
seriously. Either she was being mistaken 
for another congresswoman, Liz Holtz· 
man, or the public thought she was camp-
aigning for her husband . Miss Bellamy is 
not married. She recounted how she got 
photographs for her campaign literature. 
She would approach stranger on the street 
and ask them dire<:tion or the time. As she 
asked the questions. a photographer was 
snapping away . Those pictures later app. 
eared on her first pieces of literature, with 
the heading "Carol Bellamy diseusaes 
important neighborhood issues with 
community resident." 
A1though the audienee was brought to 
laughter several times, her speech did tum 
to the serious. "I think we're in for some 
bleak years in the city." One of the 
problems Miss Bellamy points out is: "We 
haven't, balanced the budget at all. We've 
anticipated eertain revenues and we have 
matched those in expenMs. And we're not 
sure we're going to getal1 thO$es revenues. 
But we're aurawe'" goingtospend aU that 
money ." She is eoneerned that no one on 
the Board of Estimate will be a member of a 
minority. She worries that the expectation 
of the public will be too high, expecting the 
council members to do more than they can 
d •. 
Senator Bellamy's honesty in the way 
she presented her views of the city and its 
problems was refreshing. That might be 
Anne also noted how ber boss makes her 
aides feel like her friends. She told how 
the Senator always has time for her aides. 
"She always hua hello and asmile for all of 
us." 
In 1968 Bellamy graduated with honors 
from Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania. 
She went from college into the Peace 
Corps. The two years in the Peace Corps 
were spent in the Guatemalan jungles. She 
helped run 8 radio program, a woman 
medical clinic and even raised chickens. 
She graduated from the New York Univer-
sity Law School in 1968. In 1970 she 
heame President of the Lawyer Comm· 
ittee to End the War. She has eo-chaired 
the New York State Equal Rights 
Ammendment Campaign. At present she 
is on the Democratic Task Foree on the 
City of New York. These are a few of 
Senator Bellamy's credentials. 
At the end of her speech Miss Bellamy 
answered questions from the audience. 
Some of the questions that coneerns La· 
Guardia and all C.U.N.Y. students was 
about regainingfroo tuition. She answered 
that she had "fought for free tuition. But I 
think it is something we will not see occur 
in the near futu..re, 1 think that the battle 
has to be continued to be waged for free 
tuition. But the immediate battle haa to be 
waged for parity funding." She feels that 
the idea of free tuition is not popular now 
but that parity is. Her impreSSion is that if 
parity is attained, there would be more 
monies in the C.U.N.Y. coffel'l and then 
we might possibly move back to free 
PHOTO. 8Y eUGENE CALMAR', JR. tuition. 
:~e~~=r::O~~::~~n~: Cittli~:~l, an aide to BeUamy, and a th;:i~~a:usd~:~~a:':"::m'~':~~ ~ 
City Council President from Paul 0' reeent LaGuardia graduate. said that her own words. "Yeah, there are a lot of 
Dwyer, a well respected veteran of New "Carol is bot.h a lion and a fox ." Miss Strahl problems ... but there are also great reo 
York City Politics. Miss Bellamy, a legis!a· was asked if BeUamy could handle herself sources in the city. We have adopted the 
tor for only 5 yean, half the age of the against the seasoned politieoa of New York . attitude that everything is terrible and 
present Council President, and a woman, City. The aide thought Bellamy "strong cannotbemadebetter .. .Itistimeattitudes 
just might change the face of New York enough ands\y enough to deal with them." begin to change. 
T reking through the city in search of text books . and supplies is a drag. 
NOW THOSE DAYS ARE THROUGH! 
THE LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
I is at your service. Under NEW MANAGEMENT, they have all the books and supplies you'll 
HOURS 
Monday-Thursday • 8 am-8 pm 
Friday • 8 an,a-6 pm Saturday • 10 am-2 pm 
need to get through the quarter. 
The Bookstore is now located in 
the basement of the Main 
Building, in Room 88. 
CURRENT SPECIALS! 
·Calculator-$5.95 
• DictionarieS-reg. $69.95 
reduced to $15.99 
-Slide Ruler~ 1/2 price 
. GOOD LUCK THIS QuaRT.R. 
WHAT IS TIlE NEW MARIJUANA 
LAW? 
Under New York State's NMarijuana 
Reform Act of 1977," poaeuion of under 
25 grams (about seven-eightha of an ounce) 
of marijuana is a Violation (Wnilar to a 
traffi~ infraction) punishable by a fme up to 
$100 (no jail), U it is your HCOnd drug 
conviction within S years, the fiDe is up to 
$200; for a third conviction within S years, 
the fine is up to $260, or up to 16 daya in 
jail, orboth, 
Sale (whi~h includea even a gift) of under 
25 grama is a Cau A Misdemeanor, 
punishable by up to 1 year In jail or a fiDe up 
to $1,000, or both , But giving or pa.lling 
only 1 cigarette, or under 2 grama (.bout a 
flfteenth of an ounce) , is a Clau B. 
misdemeanor, punishable by up to S 
month. in jail or a fine of up toS5OO, or 
both. 
Uyou are in • "publi~ place"· it is a Class 
C Felony, punishable by up to 15 years in 
prison, lor pos!euion of over 10 pounds. 
There are also higher penaltiea for sale of 
larger quantities. See the "New Marijuan. 
PenaJtiea" ~bart . 
WHAT WAS THE LAW BEFORETlUS? 
Before the Marijuana Reform Act of 
1977. New York'a marijuana lawa were 
extremely harsh. POI!I!ellion of even a 
quarter ounce was a Class 0 Felony , 
punishable by up to 7 yeara In prison. Sale 
of marijuana-even handing one cigarette 
to a friend · was a Class C felony (the same 
level of ~rime .. Firat Degree Assault). 
DOES THE NEW LAW MEAN "MAR· 
U UANA ISOK'"? 
No. marijuana la atill illegaJ, and the 
opening Metion of the marijuana bill 
statea:"The legislature doea not en~our.ge 
or condone the recreationaJ use of marl-
juanaor any other drug." 
WHY WAS THE LAW PASSED? 
Every year in New York. more and more 
people . over 30,000 in 1976-were being 
arre.ted on marijuana ~hargea . Proaeeut· 
ing these cases coat the laxpayen about 
$SO million a year, taking aw.y relOun:es 
needed to fight !emU! crime. Thousands 
of livea were needleaaly 1C&J'f'ed. while 
milliolll of New Yorken ignored the las 
and smoked marijuana. Legillaton-in 
both politieal parties-who aupported the 
Marijuana Reform Bill felt that the harsh 
penaJtiea in the old law were unrealisti~, in 
light of publie .ttitudes and medieallmow· 
ledge. 
WREN DOES THE NEW LAW TAKE 
EFFECT? 
July 29, 1977. it .pplies to all offenaes 






DOES THE NEW LAW APPLY TO 
CASES BEFORE TBA n 
No. Convictiolll under the old law atUl 
atand (aJtbougb GoVerDOl' Carey ean par-
don people atill in jail). The old law alto 
applie. to cuea tb.t began before July 29 
but were still pending on that d.te, There 
are proposals beingcolllidered to make the 
new law retroactive, 10 aa to revise 
convictions under the old law. 
MAY YOU "GROW YOUR OWN"? 
No. Growing marijuana is still a ClaN A 
Misdemeanor. You could also be pros-
eeuted for poaesaion, based on the weight 
of the plant. 
CAN YOU BE ARRESTED? 
Enforcement in "violation" postesaion 
cuea (I.e., under 25 gramsl will be by a 
police offieer issuing an "appearance li~k­
et"Uike • traffi~ ticitet), requiring the 
defendent to appear in court on a later 
date. Teehnically this can be an "arreat, " 
Welcome Extended 
Day Students 
'l'he Extended Day Faculty and Staff, 
extend • warm welcome to the largeat 
incoming ~lass ever admitted to the Col· 
lege for evening and week-end programs of 
study. Many of you did attend the Admis· 
siona worbhops whieh Ralph Garrett, 
Oireetor of the Extended O. y Seuion, 
eondueted during July . August and Sep· 
tember. However, many did not attend 
those sessions and thereby failed to get 
eomplete underatanding about College and 
paricularly LaGuardia. All new students 
are reminded to attend their asSigned 
Counseling Orientation perioda. 
There a~ many aeademie support ser · 
vices available fo r student.a attending 
classes during t he evening. A listing of 
theae servicea will be provided lOOn at t he 
entrances of the main building. 
The last day to drop a course is Novem· 
ber 3. Pre-Registration and registr.tion 
will also begin during this period. so keep 
an eyeopen for these announ~ements . 
The Adult Student Association is organ· 
wng for the 1977·78 year . nd all interested 
persons are eneouraged to attend. 
The Adult Student Association congrat · 
ulates t he Extended O.y Session gradu. 
ates of t he class of 1977. 
Weareextremely proud or all of you and 
especially t hose atudents who received 
aeademic and/ or aeh ievement awards. The 
recepients of the Adult Student Achieve· 
ment Award were: Pearl Zangaglia. Cecile 
Hayes and Essie Perry. The award w .. 
given to members of the Association who 
contributed to their overall service and 
dedieated efforts in accomplishing the 
Association goals. The former President, 
Pearl Zangaglia, also received a Student 
Council Seholarship award. Congratula. 
tions Pearl. thank you and we will miss 
you. 
The Adult Student Associatioo extends 
an invitation to aJl evening and weekend 
students who are interested in student 
activities, government . social fun~lions. 
inter -eontinentai travel, inpul to aeademie 
program. and ser-viees. The fll'!lt meeting 
will be held on November 3 at 6:40 p.m. in 
room MI05. Join us so we may organize the 
Association for 1977 and plan our goals. 
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but the defendant is not jailed. The pollee 
can require a defendant to post up to SI00 
Matationhouse bail H if they reasonably can· 
not identify the defendant or he or .he is 
from out-of·state. In Misdemeanor cases. 
an appearance t.ielr.et may alao be used. but 
it not mandatory. In felony cases, the 
defendant connot be released on an appear 
ancetieket. 
IS "UASWSU" COVERED? 
No. The new l.w- doea not apply to "the 
aepar.ted realn. whethr drude or puri· 
fied, " of marijuan •. This Is still covered b, 
the old drug law-. 
CAN YOU STILL GET AN "A.C.D.'"? 
Yea, the same .. under the old law. In a 
Violation or Misdemeanor marijuana eASe. 
the court can issue an "adjournment in 
contemplation of dismissal." The cue is 
then adjourned (or up to a year and 
.utomalieaUy diJmisaed , unleu the defen-
dantisbrought badr. tocourt. 
DOES A "VIOLATION" MEAN A CRIM-
INAL RECORD? 
Under New York l.w, "crime" mean. 
"misdemeanor or felony." So coovietion for 
a "Violation" is not teehnieally a eriminal 
record . But. the "Violation" record would 
remain . 
WHAT ABOtIT MINORS? 
SALE (ineJuding givlng or passing a . 
cigarette) of marijuana to anyone under 18 
is. Clasa 0 Felony. Someone under 16 who 
possesses under 25 gram. eould be eharged 
as a PINS (perlOn in need of auperviaion) in 
Family Court: lor any other marijuana 
oUense. the ~harge would be juvenile 
delinquency. 
BOW MUCH MARIJUANA IS 25 
GRAMS? 
How many "joints" ean be rolled [rom 25 
gram. dependl on how mue.h of the mario 
juana is unusable twig! and aeed.a and how 
the "joint.a" are rolled. Thirt,"joints" is a 
reaonable eatimate. 
WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORM· 
ATION? 
LoeaJlOuree.-e.g. Iawyen. bar auoeia· 
tions, aehools, drug shute eouncila-may 
be helpful. A more detailed diaeuuion of 
the new law can alao be obtained from: 
Assemble Codea Committe, KegislaUve 
Office Building. Albany, New York, 12248, 
·"Publie plaee" includea .tJ"eela, high. 
way., busea, planea, trains. term.inala, 
aehoolJ, parb, playgrounda. hallway. and 
Iobbiea of building!. placea of amuaement 
and any "plaee to whkh the publi~ or a 
aubatantiaJ group of perlOna haa aeeeaa. " 
RALPH GARRETT 
Director 0' Extended Dey 
EXPENDITURES FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION AUXILIARY FUNDS 
THE STATE COMPTROLLER'S AUDIT 
AND THE 
LCC ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE 
THE AUDIT 
The following is the text of the Audit Report 
entitled: "ExpendItures from La Guardia 
Community College Association Auxiliary 
Funds." It was prepared by the Office of 
the State Comptroller, Division 01 Audits 
and Accounts, and dated as having been 
filed September 20, 1977. 
MANAGERIAL SUMMARY 
nackground 
'l'he LaGuardia Community College Association. Inc. 
(Association) was established in August 197! as a NOI.·For· 
Profit Corporation to enhance the educational and social 
rehnions among students and faculty. The main source t.o. 
income was student activity fees supplemented by 
auxiliary enterprise commissions from bookstore and 
cafeteria operations. Extending t.he seope of our State aid 
audit of t.he College, we reviewed expenditures of the 
lattor income, which WM administratively controlled by 
the College President in aeoord with a 1972 authorization 
of the Association Directors. 
We questioned the application of Fund monies for 
establishing discretionary funds since, in our opinion, 
Fund disbursements were not generally used for Associa-
tions purposes (I.e. fostering the curricular and extra 
curricular activities of students and faculty) but rstl:er tor 
what LaGuardia officials termed College business ex-
penses. The result was use of Association generated 
monies to circumvent the State and City budget meehan-
isms and apporpriation limitations, and avoid the City 
Comptroller's preaudit for propriety or expenditure. 
Therefore, expenses, possibly ineligible for laX levy 
financing (whether unsupportable because of their nature 
or due to lack of funds) were financed by the Association 
(Section 0.11. 
Major Observations and Coru;lulrions 
More than $85,000 was expended from auxiliary fund 
income of $121,000 received through December 31, 1976, 
generally with little, if any. direct benefit to students. 
Many of the expenditures were by their nature personal 
expenses of College staff le_g_, $760 health insurance 
premium for a professor on leave). Other charges were 
either persona] or possibly should have heen payable from 
the College operating budget.. These included expend-
itures for luncheons, dinners and receptions for lhe 
College President and faculty, inciuding a post-com-
mencement reception costing $308 held at a Dean's home 
auended only by faculty members and invited guests_ 
These transactions were possible because use of auxiliary 
funds were not subject 1.0 State and City budgetary and 
a«ountability controls. (Se<:tion B. 2) 
Outstanding loans of $3.225 of Association monies 
included more than $2,600 of payroll advances to Research 
Foundation employees and a $100 loan to an employee 
made more than six months previous that was not 
recorded until we idenHfied it. A former Dean borrowed 
interest-free more than SS,OOO during one year, some-
times taking eight to ten months for repayment. (SeeRS). 
The auxiliary fund was also used as a channel to divert 
revenues of $16.000 due the college for reimbursement of 
cafeteria utility expenses nnd clerical costs for providing 
reports to the Vetersns Administration. Consequently, 
these receipts were nol reported as offsets to State aid 
expenditures_ (Seetion B.4_) 
Lax fiscaJ and operating controls included no written 
guidelines for expenditures, insufficient documentation in 
support. of expenditures. and checks made payable to and 
signed by the same person. (Section 8.S.) 
The CUNY response to a draft of this report disagned 
with our conciusion that many fund expenditures were 
questionable and did not directly benefit the students. 
However. it did agree to the need for pnx:edural changes 
to correct the control weaknesses that we identified and 
indicated that some changes have been or are being 
errt."Cted. 
A. INTRODUCTION 
I. Scope of Audit 
. We reviewed disbursements from the auxiliary en-
terprise fund (Fund) of the LaGuardia Community College 
Association, Inc. (Association). The audit was an expan-
sion ofthescopeofourStateaid auditofthe College, a unit 
of City University of New York{CUNY). The audit was 
pe .. formed pursuant to the State Comptroller'S audit 
responsibilites as set forth in section 1, Article V of the 
State Constitution and Seetion 8, Article 2 of the State 
Finance 1.aw. 
Our e)lamination was made in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards and included tests of the 
records and other auditing procedures we considered 
necessary_ 
2. Background 
The Association is a nonprofit corporation established in 
August 1971. for promoting educational and social rela-
tions among students and faculty and aid in their study, 
work, living and curricular ILctivities. 
Its operations were administered by a Board of 
Directors, composed of administrative and faculty memo 
B. AUDIT RESULTS 
We found that $85,600 ot the $121,200 ot auxiliary 
enterprise income generated throught December 31, 1976 
was spent to supplement the College operating budget, 
and not to support faculty·student activities. (The remain-
ing SS5,600 was unexpended.1 There were Fund dis-
bursements which although justified as college related by 
CUNY were, inouropinion. made on behalf o{Collegestaff 
for transactions that seemed t.o be of a personal nature. 
We also questioned use of the Fund to make interest free 
loans and payroll advances to employees. 
A summary of Fund income, expenditures and fund 
balance from its inception in 1971 through Deeember 31, 
1976, follows: 
bers and students. (Student's representation was limited 
to 49 penent of the Beard by CUNY regulations.) The 
student activity fee, part of the consolidated fee paid by 
each student each semester. was the major source of 
Associa.tion income and financed various club and student 
activities. 
The Association also contracted outside vendors to 
operate the on·campus bookstore and cafeteria. Com-
missions earned under these contracts were deposited in 
the Fund in accordance with an April 18, 1972 Board 
resolution which stated, 
"Auxiliary Enterprise income will be used for college 
purposes and separately accounted from those uses 
related to the allocation of studen~ and activity fees. 
Expenditures (rom this income will be administered 
by (the College President)." 
3. Oiseussion of Audit Resulll 
The matters reported herein were discussed with 
College and University officials as the audit progressed 
and at aclosingconference.ln addition, draft copies of this 
report were furnished to the College and CUNY with a 
request for formal comments. The joint College·CUNY 
response, identified as CUNY's, has been incorporated, as 
appropriate, in this report. 
circumvent. the Stale and City budget mechanisms and 
~.~propriation limitations, and avoid the City Comptroller 
preaudit for propriety of expenditure. Therefore, ex-
penses possibly ineligible for tax levy financing (whether 
unsupportable because of thei .. nature or lack of funds) 
were financed by the Association. We noted t.hat students 
at LaGuardia were limited by CUNY guidelines to a 
minority on the Association Board and could not defeat a 
proposal to establish such runds. Additionally. the min· 
utes of the meeting authorizing the College President's 
ctlntrolover auxiliary income by establUlhing the Fund did 
not disclose student/administration representation or the 
vote on the resolution. 
It LaGuardia limited the use of auxiliary inctlme for the 
purposes tor which the Association was established 
instead of establishing discretionary funds, student fees, 
for example, would have been reduced by almost $25,000 
FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30 Sill.monlhs 
Dec.31 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 31,1976 TOTAL 
R8"enues: 
Bookslore Commission $2,181 $ 5,565 $ 8,029 $ 9,999 $ 9,579 $ 4,483 $39,836 
Cafeteria Commission 3,024 7,593 7,498 10,892 15,188 2.084 46,279 
Utility Payments 1.500 2.675 3.000 1,500 8,675 
Other Income" 50 4,764 7.084 6.729 5,305 2,514 26,446 
Total Revenues 5,255 17,922 24,111 30,295 33,072 10,581 121,236 
Less Expenditures·· 489 14,380 22,357 24,497 13,729 10,164 85.616 
Fund Balance 54,766 $ 3,542 S 1,754 $ 5,798 $19,343 $ 411 $ 35,620 
'Delalled taler Tn reporl 
• 'ConslSlS of donations. Vetersns Admlnistrallon lees and other minor sources. 
t. Authorization for Fund Transaction 
CUNY policy regarding utilization of auxiliary enterprise 
profits isset forth in the Fiscal Administration Guidelines: 
.. ... since students contribute to the profits from auxiliary 
enterprises, these profits are properly used if they reduce 
the amount of student aclivity fees. ,. However, the 
;:~~~~ii~~ B!~~d a~~hF!!~lt~r~~~d~Sntl~~~ti~~ t~~ 
finance presidents' discretionary funds as well as deans' 
and departmental funds. 
We question the application of Fund monies for estab-
lishing discretionary funds since, in our opinion, Fund 
disbursements were not generaUy used for Association 
ptrposes-fosLering the curricular and extra curricular 
activities of students and facu lty-but rather what 
LaGuardia o(ficials termed College busi.J;less expenses. 
The result was use of Association ge"nerated monies to 
during fiscal 1976 and another S55,OOO (total commissions 
coJlt!cted through fiscal 1975) would have been available 
for other activities to benefit the student-faculty popula-
lion . 
(CUNY replied that the meeting at which discretionary 
funds were established " ... was an initial organization 
meeting and unfortunately good records were not kept of 
the attendance ..... lt declared that attendance records are 
now maintained and that in the last two years. students 
outnumbered fru:u1ty/administrative members present at 
five oul o( six meetings. 
(CUNY argued that Fund disbursements were for 
.... _purposes for which the Association was established ... " 
and not made from auxiliary funds in (lrder to circumvent 
State and City budget meehanisms or preaudit.) 
2. Questionable F und E.apetlditure8 
A sample of the $85,600 expended disclosed many 
'More than $85,000 was expended . .. generally with 
little, if any, direct benefit to students. Many of the 
expenditures were by their nature personal expenses 
of College staff.' FROM THECOMPTROLLER·S AUDIT 
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"" $10.1~ 
We noOled charges by the President foOr 170 luncheons 
and cJlnners costing S4,352 during the two and one hair 
year period cheeked . About 10 pertent of the charges 
lacked paid receipts. AdditiDnally, Dnly 39 of the )70 
charges indicated the nature Df the lunch 6r dinner 
meeting. College officials insisted that the full amount 
",Iated to the College business aUalrs notwithstanding the 
insuffident documentatiQn. 
Expense attOunts were est.ablished ranging from S50 to 
$200 for each College Dean and Department Chairperson. 
Expenditures against these accounts included luncheons 
fDr faculty members, coHee. danish and liquor. We also 
nQted expenditures (or a ''Tenure'' party. a Deans' 
meeting at a College emplQyee's hQme, and Professional 
Development Week (lectures and meetings for the College 
Faculty). Luncheons and reception. consisted mainly of 
College faculty e ntertaining Dther facuity or CUNY 
emplDyees, activities that do nQt warrant Association 
financial,uppon. 
There was a S308 poSL·commencement receptiDn held at 
Dne Dean'. home aLlended only by facultv members and 
invited guests. This appears contrary to the Association's 
Certification of Incorporation dE!(:laring that all functiDns 
.hould be Qpen lo students, faeulty Qr Dthers withDut 
regard lo membership in any organizatiQn Qr fraternity. 
Association ,upported coats also included health in· 
.urance premium. for a professor (prior Auoeiation Board 
Member) on a fellow.hip in London (1760), parking fiDes 
and guoline {or College vehicles, membership in ethnic, 
social and business organizations, flowers, the President's 
phone calls, coffee and other ~ndiments and postage. In 
addition, Fund disbursements were u.ed to .upplement 
financin, of CUNY Resean:h Foundation salary advance. 
and minor e:lpen!le •. 
(CVNY aupported the propriety Dftheae ditbunements 
as related to the Association's general million, " •.. to 
promQte the overall best interest Df the college commun· 
ity ..... es:penM accounts fur dean. and departmental chair· 
people as within the guidelines, and luncheon. and recep-
Uoll.l as " ... appropriate ... si.nee the discuuion at theM 
meetinp it alway. related to improvemenu Df programs 
Dr projects at the eolJege .. • eut&inly of benefit to the 
entire colie,e cDmmunity." Similarly, the post· 
commenc:ement reception was justified as a traditiDn 
amDng educational institutiQns, paying health insuranee 
premium. for a professor Dn a fellow.hip in London was 
an inducement for hi. return, puking tickets fDr College 
vehicle. was necessary beeause the individual invQlved 
was nD longer an emplDyee, while the lack Df .upport fDr 
luncheon charge. incurred by the Pre.idenl were the 
result of poor recordkeeping in earlier yean.) 
A1UIitor', Commnt.: Beeause Df the limited attendance 
at the functions financed by the Fund and ladt 01 
documentatiQn of the matters discussed, it was not 
possible to ascertain that these occasion. were" ... cert· 
&inly 01 benefit to the entire college community." For 
example, a post·commencement eurciM attended solely 
by staff and their guests may be traditiQnal, but we see nQ 
student advantage resulting. Expenditure. fDr flowers, 
phone caU., ete. appear to be moOre appropriately charged 
lo the College operating budget for College related 
purposea or as an employee's personal expense. 
3.t-ua.dA4v_ 
The Fund w .. u.ed lo make short·term, interest·free 
loans and salary and travel advance. to CoUege/ Resea.reh 
FQundation employee. and to one student. The fDUowing 
lc&n./ aclvance. totalling SS,22S were outstanding at the 
time Df our audit. 
Number 01 day. 
Amount Out.tendlng 
Adyanc •• agaln.t Re.tlrach 




2. '" 2,131 
Satary Adyaneea 
to New Employees ."" .3 " . 235 
123 
OiJect loan. to Employees 12' • 100" ... 
225 





The lax control! for granting and .securing repaymento( 
these loans/advances was apparent nQt only (rom the 
absence of authQrization documentatiQn , but also the 
lengthy period they remained unpaid. One unrecorded 
$100 loan had been outstanding for 186 days. Each 
IQanl advance was secured by a s igned promissory note 
and granting. Power of Attorney, aUQwing the College lo 
recQup the moOney from the borrower'. City/Research 
}o~oundatiQn paycheck. HQwever, this QPtiDn had nQt been 
implemented even thQugh some debts were outstanding 
moOre t han four mDnths. 
One nagTant abuse of this !ystem was four loans to the 
fDrmer Dean Df Administration in fiscal year 1972totalJing 
over 15,000 made without authQrization: 
The borrQ ..... er signed the S350 check made payable to 
himseU. College Drficials could nQt explain why the loans 
were made Dr the delayed repayment. ten mQnths in the 
last instance. Similarly, no justification existed to support 
.$1,000 loan made to an instructor in September 1973 fQr 
four month., which was nQt satisfied for II mQnths. ' 
We suggest that using Fund mQnie. for these types of 
loans and advances is nDt consonant with the Association 
c:harter and imprudent fDr a fiduciary of public monies. 
NoOne of the cited fiscal transaction, execpt the S50 
advance to a financial aid recipient, benefitted students. 
the primary soun::e and intended beneficiaries Qf Asso-
ciation income. We nOle that the City Comptroller has 
r~ntly issued directives which fQrbid use of imprest 
lund! for the purvose o( making loans and salary advances 
to emplQyees, 
(In its response, CUNY opined that shQrt·term salary 
advance. to employees were n~lSary beeause Qf payroll 
delays experienced by new employee. and no other 
College fund. wen! available fDr .uch purposes. It also 
asserted that control fQr granting loana and seeuring 
repayment were .ignute&Dtiy .trengthened during the 
last tWD years.) Auditor. Commftt.: The utended, 
unpaid advance. noted in the report indicate the abuses 
that develop by the easy availability of the Fund fDr a1most. 
any purpose con.idered College related. Since City funds 
are unavailable fDr payroll advances, newly empMl,.ed 
College personnel will have lo be prepared to bear the 
same hard.hip as new hire. in Qther City agencies 
awaiting their first payroll. 
4. MlaappIkatJo. of 0tIIer ILev __ s-ree. 
FromJuly 1973 through December 1916, Fund deposits 
inelu~ $8,700 from the eafeteria contractor for utility 
charges and reimbunementa QfS7 ,400 from the Veterarul 
Administration for administrative tervice. perfDrmed by 
the College in connectiQn with veterans attending classes. 
These revenues were due the College to reimburse costs 
incurred in providing the contractor with utilities and the 
Veterans Administration with reports and data. They 
were nDt .... venue. Dr the Association. These were income 
offsets to costs claimed for St.ateaid intheapplieableyears. 
(College officials . tated that the work fDr the Veterans 
Admini. tration was performed by empw,yeea paid from 
grant funds . A5 the College did not credit the grant with 
the reimbursements, it ShDUId properly have been con· 
sidered as an QHset to College expenSH. There it no 
justification for crediting the auxiliary fund with these 
reimbursements.) 
Another S18,OOO from other revenue source. was 
deposited in the Fund, but ShDUld have been credited to 
the A.sociation. For example, $10,000 was donated during 
riscalyears 1972 through 1974 fDre.t.abli.hingan intershtp 
program . Similary, tWD Qutside organiz.atiQn. contributed 
Sl,OOOeachin 1973 to provide funds forlludent loan • • The 
comminglingDftbese monies with all Qther Fund revenues 
and the absence Df detailed records accounting for their 
proper dispositiDn demonstrated the revenue. and ex· 
penditures. FQr example. another $6,000 received for the 
credit Df the A.ssociation from various sources was 
deposited in the Fund. The AssociatlDn never authDrized 
the President lo diyert these miscellaneous revenue 
sources lo the Fund fQr unrestricted use. 
(CUNY agreed that utility charge payments by the 
caleteria contractor were erroneously credited' lo the 
Fund but.tated that Veterans Administration reimburse-
menta were provided" ... lo encourage collegeslo intensify 
their veteran recruiting efforts ..... and not lo Qnset State 
aid. Regarding donations to deveMlp Intership., CUNY 
stated that funds were provided ..... by bu. iness Drgan· 
iution •... tc be used for these purpole ...... ) 
A.ditor·, Commtmt,: We continue lo believe that the 
revenue! discussed herein , lacking authQrization for 
credit lo the Fund, are more properly credits lo tbe 
College budget or AssociatiQn. 
5. Fiscal and ManqemeDt Coatroll 
Lax riseal and management control. resulted in poor 
administrat ion Qf Fund expenditure •. 
For example: 
• ND writ len guidelines ,.xisted for establishing employ. 
ees' student~' eligibility fQr !llllry .nd travel advance! 
and loans, or fQr 'letting f:eilings and ",payment exten· 
siQn .. on such transactiQns. As slated previously, large 
amounts were out~tanding (or long period •. 
(,lIN\' indicated that. contrQls h.ve been .trength· 
t'ned.) 
• Document.ation lo .upport expenditures, purpose Qf 
expense, . nd/ Dr vendor invQice! were missing. as in· 
dicated by the follQwing results of a review Q( our audit 
samole.: 
We fQund at least 12 Fund chee.ks signed by the College 
official toO whom the check was made payable (including the 
loan dlSCus.sed previDusly toO a fQrmer administrator) for 
travel advances and reimbursements for luncheons and 
meeting expenses. The arrangement evidences an ab· 
sence of internal controls. 
(CUNY stated that this practice has not occurred 
recently due to better procedures and control •. ) 
' . We also noted that the Assistant Bu.iness Manager 
signed Fund chE!(:ks, althDUgh not authorized by the 
AssociatiDn·. bylaw •. This practice, aceording to College 
officiall, began when he beeame Acting Bu.iness Man· 
ager, but did not end after the DeW Business Manager .... 
hired. We were t.oId that he would no Mlngerbe allowed to 
.ign auxiliary fund cbeds. 
• TwD signatures were required on all checks amounting 
to more than 12.500. We believe that two .ignatures 
.hould be required on all cheeks, tbut ellminating the 
pradice Df empMlyee. signing chec:b payable to them· 
selve •. All City of New YDrk checks have tWD .ignatures. 
................. 
1. The Fund should be credited Qnly with income from 
auxiliary operations &lid not be used as a vehicle for 
pr0ces5ing non· Fund receipts. (CUNY concurred.) 
2. Fund expenditure. should be limited to Associatioo 
purposes and not for pefMInal expenSH or College related 
business cost!. A. a matter Qf polley, surplus auxilllry 
income . hDuld be used toO benefit the entire student body, 
rDr example, reducing the student fee . 
(CUNY disagreed, contending, "Auxiliary income has 
been, in our judgment, continually used (Dr the overall 
benefit .. :' of the College community in accordanee with 
CUNY Fiscal Administrative Guidelines.) 
Auditor', CcmtrMftt,: The many lunches and dinners, 
fDr example, justified as benefitting the entire Collep, 
WQuid then more Iogieally be a charge against the 
6perating budget rather than the Association. We would 
expect lo lee expenditure. re.ulting in more t.angible 
student benefit •. 
3. Written guideline. ShDUld be formulated describing 
expenditure. eligible for payment from the Fund and the 
need fQr prQper documentation. (CUNY agreed.) 
4. Cheek •• hDUld require two signature. Df Dnly those 
person. permitted by As.odatiQn bylaw. lo .ign. (CUNY 
stated it was preparing a written dOCument Dn .ignature 
authQrizations and plarul to require a double lignature on 
all cbedt. Dver S5OO. The previOUI limit was 12,500.) 
· 5. The Aasociaiion .hould immediately attempt to 
secure rep.yment fDr long outstanding Ioan./advance •. 
(CUNY .tated that they were in the proce •• of colleding 
aU Qutstanding advance. and thata vigorous fDIIQw.up and 
collectiDn policy was in fQrce .) 
6. CUNY Fiscal Administration Guideline. shQuld be 
revised toO require that discretionary funds by financed by 
appropriation. that assure attOuntabilily for disburse· 
menta lo the City. (CUNY disagreed .tating that .inee 
" ... the bylaw. provide fQr maximum 8C£Cuntability there 
is nQ need lo revise the FiKaI Administration Guide-
lines.~) A.ditor·, Commnb: It seems to us that the 
broad interpretations Df the Guideline! at the College level 
have resulted in questionabie procedural and account· 
ability practices that require City and CUNY central 
oversi,hl ~hat is now absent. 
8. FIORELLO'S FLUTE · OCT.· NOV. 1977 
THE 
RESPONSE 
The following is the text of the response to 
the Audit Report, prepared by the Adminis-
tration of LaGuardia Community College. 
The first section is the text of a letter add-
ressed by Lee President Joseph Shenker 
to Arthur N, Gordon, Director, Metropolitan 
Area Office, NYS Department of Audit and 
Control. It introduces the section entitled 
"Responses to Audit Results." 
We have received your draft audit report and reviewed 
its contents. Our responses are covered in the attached 
documents. ~. 
In general your statements regarding direct benefits to 
students appear to be judgements made by your auditors 
based upon very narrow perceptions and not supported by 
a broader view of ~he facLs in each situation they have 
cited. Forexample, we reported on expenditures forauxil· 
iary enterprises \.0 the Board of Directors at the March 50, 
1977 meeting and a full discussion was held at that time 
which is included in the minutes of that meeting, The 
Board unanimously accepted this report and at th~e subse· 
quent meeting when these minutes wert! presented and 
approved unanimously there was a greater number of stu· 
dents present than faculty/ administrative staff. 
You should also be aware that in accordance with the 
guidelines issued by City University for the administra· 
tion of college associations we have had the books and reo 
cords of the LaGuardia Community College Association 
audited by an independent certified public accounting firm 
in all of the years since the inception of this organization. 
The audit firm on t.his engagement at the present time is 
S,D, Liedesdorf & Co., C,P.A,s, 100 East 42nd St.reet, 
New York. New York 10017. The re9ull.sof their lIudit con-
tained in a certified annual report are furnished to the City 
University each year and are also made available to the 
Board of Direetors of the Association, 
The LaGuardia Community College Association was 
establkshed ~o promote the overall best interest of the col-
lege community which encompasses the student body, 
faculty, administration, the college itself and the college's 
stature in the community served, which is in keeping with 
the Fiscal Administration Guidelines Issued by the City 
University of New York. 
Expenditures for food and beverages which have been 
made to facilitate the conduct of working luncheons and 
dinner meetings relating to the college's overall mission, 
in our opinion cannot. be considered personal expenditures 
of the college instructional staff. 
The payment.of a health insurance premium for a faculty 
member who was out of the country studying on a fellow. 
ship as an inducement for him to ret!;!rn to LaGuardia 
Community College and in so doing bring the knowledge 
and experiences gained back to the college community, is 
in our judgement an appropriate expenditure to promote 
the educational and social interests of our students, 
Post ~ommencement receptions forthose sitting on the 
dias at graduation ~eremonies are a tradition among edu· 
cational institutions throughout the world and to suggest 
that it is II personal expense of the individual faculty memo 
bers involved is totally inappropriate, 
The situation you described of II form!r Dean using 
Association monies for interest·free loans is a valid criti· 
cism of the administrJttion of the Association's resources, , 
When this situation was discovered the college took appro· 
priate action toend the practice. This individual is no long-
er employed by the college and the appropriate internal 
controls have been instituted to prevent such situations in 
the future. AI. the present time advances to employees of 
Association funds for any purposes are approved either by 
the President's office or by the office of the present Dean 
of Administration. In addition, at the present time we 
have a prohibition against any individual who may be an 
authorized check signer signing checks payable to himself, 
We strongly dispute the statemenllhat miscellaneous 
revenues which should have been reported as offsets to 
state aid claims were retained in the Association acrounts. 
There was one situation where reimbursement for u\ility 
expenses by the cafeteria vendor were inadvertently de-
posited to the Association's aeeount. However, immedi-
ately upon discovering this error the Business Manager of 
Lhe college took the appropriate steps to have the money 
transferred \.0 the college's aC(:ounts which then were 
credited as an offset to the expenses incurred. 
In your background description you state "Association 
operations were administered by a Board of Directors 
composed mainly of administrative and faculty members 
with minor student representation". LaGuardia Com· 
munity College has the ma)(imum allowable student parti. 
ciplltion~49%-in the composition of the Board of Direc· 
tors as outlined in CUNY regulations. The fact of the mat· 
ter is that although the faculty / administration may out· 
number studenl.son the Board of Directors of the organi-
7.ation, in actual practice the students outnumber the 
administrative/faculty members at any particular meet· 
ing, 1'0 support this contention, we reviewed the attend-
ance lists and minutes of the meetings of this Board of 
Directors over the last two years and in five out of six-
meetings the student members present outnumbered the . 
faculty/administrative member!! present. 
Our further responses to the details of your report and 
your recommendations are contained in the attached 
documents. 
Thank you for this opportunity to·submlt our comments 
and responses to your draft report at this time and if you 
have any questions or problems with our response, we will 
be pleased to discuss them with you. 
RESPONSE'To AUDIT RESULTS 
The statement in your Item B Audit Results, that the 
major portion of the fund disbursements were not used to 
support faculty/student activities is a judgement by your 
auditors which we feel is seriously in error. At the exit 
interview these items were discussed with your auditors 
and the college's position was that the disbursements were 
related to the overall purposes of the organization and not 
as a supplement t.o the college .operating budget. Your 
audit results seem to have an inconsistency with reference 
t.o your position on these issues, On the one hand you indio 
cate that these expenditures should have been charged to 
the claims for state aid while on the other hand you state 
that in your opinion they were of a personal nature, 
Your question regarding the legitimacy of establishing 
discretionary funds "since students ... were an elected 
minority ... and could not de£eat such a proposal ..... is a mis· 
statement of the actual facts since as indicated in our cover 
letter at most meetings of the Board of Dire<:tors the stu· 
dents do in fact have a majority of the votes present. 
You state that the minutes of the meeting authorizing 
. the CoUege President's control over this fund did not dis· 
close the balance of student vs. faculty/administrative 
representation vote on this resolution which is in error. 
The minutes of this meeting which were reviewed by your 
auditor, disclose that the resolution was carried unani· 
mously. It was pointed out to your auditor that this meet· 
ing was an initial organization meeting and unfortunately 
good records were not kept of the attendance at the meet· 
ing. It was also pointed out to your auditor that all subse· 
quent meetings had an attendance list and the minutes of 
these meetings indicate who was present at each meeting. 
We strongly contest your repeated position that dis· 
bursements were not generally used for Association pur-
poses. We feel very strongly that college related business 
expenses of the nature charged against these funds are 
indeed appropriate expenditures of this Association, in 
that they promote the overall interests of LaGuardia Com· 
munity College among the immediate community and the -
Iprger community the college serves. At no time were ex-
penditures made from the Association to avoid or 
circumvent the state and city budget mechanisms and 
appropriation limitations for LaGuardia Community Col· 
lege. In addition, there was no intent at any time to avoid 
the pre ·audit by the City Comptroller of the expenditures 
made. These expenditures were made outside of the Lftx 
levy funding for LIlGuardin Community College on behalf 
of the Association for the purposes for which the Associa-
tion was established, 
' The fact of the matter is that during this period, La-
Guardia was a new and growing college and some 
mistakes ' in record keeping did occur. However, to 
infer that such administt ative deficiencies related to 
record keeping, automatically indicates inappropriate 
expenditures, is ... an arbitrary and capricious con-
clusion by your auditors. ' FROM THE LCC ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE 
Your statement that student fees could have been reo 
duced by almost S25,OOO during fiscal 1976 and another 
$60,000 would have been available for other activities 
seems to imply that a total of $85,000 was spent during 
1976 which your auditors know is contrary to the facts. 
Our review of your analysiS entitled "Questionable 
Fund Expenditures" does not support your conclusion that 
expenditures were not made for the purposes for which 
this Association was established. 
You indicate that approximately 10% of the charges for 
Presidential luncheons lack paid receipts, and additionalry 
some 25% neglected to indicate the nature of the lunch or 
dinner meeting. When this item was discussed with your 
auditors it was indicated that most of these items occurred 
in the early years of the Association shortly after the 
inception of the college and during this period we acknow· 
ledge that the college may not have been as adminisl.ra· 
tively well organized as it is this time, The fact of the mat· 
ter is that during this period LaGuardia was a new and 
growing college and some mistakes in record keeping did 
occur. However. to infer that such administrative defi· 
ciencies related to record keeping, automalicaUy indicates 
inappropriate expenditures, is in our qpinion, an arbitrary 
and capricious conclusion by your auditors. As indicated in 
our cover letter, the books and reeords of the Association 
were audited by an independent Certified Publie Aecount· 
ing firm in every year since its incep~ and in the certi· 
fied opinion of those auditors, the bookS and records were 
in conformity with generally aoeepted accounting prin· 
ciples. 
The establishment of expense accounts for college 
Deans and departmental chairpeople is completely within 
the guidelines issued by the City University for the opera· 
tion of su~h associations. From time to time it is necess&.ry 
that these college leaders meet with other members of the 
college and/or City University in order to discuss and reo 
view programs at the college. Refreshments for such 
meetings are in our opinion appropriate expenditures of 
the Association since the discussion at these meetings is 
always related to improvements of programs or projects 
at the college which is certainly of benefit to the entire col· 
lege community and are in our judgement appropriate 
expenditures for the Association: We seriously disagree 
with your conclusion that luncheons and receptions. for 
members of the City University staff, members of the 
Board of Higher Education, Dept. of Health, Education 
and Welfare and Slate Department visitors, Middle States 
Accreditation, leaders of business and industry. etc. who 
may be visiting LaGuardia College do not warrant 
Association support. 
The post commencement reception held at a Dean's 
home aUended by those members of the faculty and in· 
vited guest.s who were seated on the dias during the 
graduation ~eremony is as indicated previously an inter· 
national tradition which in our judgment is a very appro· 
priate expenditure for the LaGuardia Community College 
Association, 
The fact that the Association supported the eost of 
health insurance premiums for a professor who was on a 
fellowship in London was previously referred to regarding 
the benefits to be derived by the LaGuardia College 
community, With reference to parking fines, a minimum 
number of these were paid with Association funds, The 
reason for payment of such fines w~ that in these in· 
stances we could not charge the individual involved for the 
parking fines beeause they were no longer employed at the 
college. We have contracts with a commercial security 
agency and a commercial cleaning and maintenance 
agency whose employees from time to time use college 
vehicles in the discharge of their duties. The turnover of 
some of these employees has created problems for the 
college in this connection. The parking fines paid by the 
Association were paid because parking fines are the 
responsibility of a veh.icle owner and in these particular 
cases the individuals involved in the violation were no 
longer employed al the college, or we could not determine 
who the individual was. With reference to gasoline for 
college vehicles, membership in organizations, flowers. 
phone calls, coffee, poslage, etc., th~ Association is a 
functioning organi?.ation and does incur such expendi. 
tures. We see nothing improper about buying gasoline for 
college vehicles when college vehicles are used for 
AssociatiOn purposes, and the same is true of the other 
items mentioned. 
'fhljl statement regarding use of Association funds to 
supplement financing of CUNY research foundation 
expenses gives no details tosupport it and it therefore con 
fusing to us unless it ~fers to salary advances, 
Funds from the Association were used to make shoM 
term advances to employees for bonafide reasons becauS( 
other funds do not exisL at the college for these purposes 
We feel that it is improper to impose upon an employee tA 
expend his funds on behalf of the college and then Wail 
several weeks for reimbursement throl.!gh the time con 
suming process that exists for such reimbursements. Crit 
iciSnlS regarding advances mnde to Research Foundatiof' 
employees against their paychecks which may be delaye<:: 
due to processing of a new employee are completely un 
warranted in view of the fact that on previous Gecasions 
the Research Foundat.ion hll:'i made advances to lhe 
L.'lGuardia Community College Association during il!' 
initial start up years when funding w.., not available 
within the Assoeiation for many of its pu~a. 
Controls fo r granting and securing repayment of loans 
and advan~s have been signifitantly strengthened over 
the past two years. During the earlier periods it is obvious 
that because LaGuardia wu a new and growing institu-
tion. our wntrols were not as tight as they should have 
bee,. 
What is termed as a nagrant abuse of this system relates 
to one individual who is no longer in the college employ 
where loans were apparently made without authorization. 
As previously indicated. internal controls have been 
implemented to ensure that situations like this will not 
arise in the future. 
we are not aware that the New York City Comptroller 
will establish imprest funds of an amount sufficient to deal 
with the types of problems that we have in getting people 
through the lengthy appointment process, place them on 
the payroll and have them f'e(;eive a paych~k. It is well 
known that the professional staff of City University is paid 
on a once a month basis and if an employee starts work at 
the college past the period in a aparticular month when he/ 
she can be processed for the payroll it is entirely possible 
that the employee will have to wait six to seven weeks 
before he/she receives any pay. In our judgment it is 
unconsc:iounable to have an employee wait this long for a 
salary payment and the Association funds have been used 
from time to time to address this deficiency in our system 
which is to the benefit of our instructional staff and in our 
judgment reOects in their attitude towards the college 
community including students. 
As indicated previously the fund deposits from the cafe-
teria contract for ut ility charges were made in error and 
when the error was discovered those funds were t rans-
ferred to tax levy receipt accounts. 
Payments from t be Veterans Administration for proces· 
sing of documents on behalf of veterans are made by the 
V.A. to eneourage colleges to intensify their veteran re-
cruiting efforts within the community_ T hese revenues 
were deposited with the Association and used to further 
our reuuiting effort for the veterans to attend the college. 
We do not c:onsider these to be offsets toc:osts claimed for 
state aid as indicated in your report. The employees per-
forming these tasks were paid by grant funds such as 
Veterans Administration Grants and your position that 
because the eollege did not credit the grant with these re-
imbursements they should have been properly considered 
as an offset to college expenses is unreasonable in view of 
the faet that the Veterans Administration is doing every-
thing within their power to get returning veterans en· 
rolled in educational programs which will provide them 
with marketable skills in order to become gain full.y em· 
ployed and not join the ranks of the unemployed whieh is 
a major problem in the country today. 
Your conclusion that you are unable to determine from 
the disbursement. records whether donations to the Asso· 
ciation were used for development of internships i.s in· 
a«urate and inconsistent with t he facts. At the exit inter: 
view, disc:ussion was held with your auditors and exam-
ples of sueh internships financed by these funds were 
documented for them. The faet that the funds were not 
.segregated into separate &CCOunl$ does not by itself indi-
eate that t hese donat ions were not used for the purposes 
intended as your report implies. All of these donations 
were made by business organizations with whom the 
college had ongoing relationships and the donations were 
made to tbe c:oI.lege to be used for these purposes at t he 
disc::retion of the college administration. 
Your statement that the President apparently dele-
gated his authority to administer fund disbursements to 
other people without written documents i.s a conclusion 
reac:hed by your auditors without any diseussion with col-
lege offidals. Your auditors never asked (or any written 
documentation. 
Your referenee to the absenc:e of written guidelines for 
establishing eligibility for the salary and t ravel advanees 
is accurate. Our unwritten verbal guidelines dktate that 
these cases are reviewed by t he PresideDt or his designee 
on an individual basis and individual decisions are made. 
As indicated elsewhere in this report, collection efforts 
may have been lax in the earlier years of the Assoc:iation. 
However, at the present time we pUJ"$ue a vigorous collec-
tion effort on a continuing basis. 
Your auditor', interpretation that the reason for some 
expenditures was missing is an unjustified conclusion in 
view of the fact t hat the invoices were self·explanatory. 
In addition. you indicate that supporting invoiees were 
missing in some cases but you neglect to mention that an 
approved voucher with explanation was submitted by the 
individuaJ requesting reimbursement in each case. Again, 
most of these inddents occurred in an early years of the 
Association and have since been addressed and these defi· 
dendes corf'e(;ted. 
References to the signing of checks by the same college 
official to whom the check was made payable are situations 
which occurred over three years ago when the Association 
was a relatively new entity. This practice has long since 
been discontinued and the only situation that your audio 
tors found of a similar incident over the last two and a half 
to three years was during a period when the college was 
closed by order of the University (the first two weeks of 
June 1976) during which time when although the college 
was officially closed. managerial employees did come to 
work on their own in order to conduct very important 
college business sueh as n:ltification to students of testing 
dates, etc. During this period it was necessary to get a 
rather large mailing out to our students and the Business 
Manager on telephone authority from the Dean of Admini-
stration. made out a check to himself and signed it himself 
which then was taken to the Post Office to purchase post· 
age to complete this mailing. Unfortunately, since the 
Pos~ Office requires a certified cheek. the college's cheek 
eould not be used at the time, therefore, the Business 
Manager used his own personal check and reimbursed 
himself witb the fu ll knowledge and approval of the Dean 
of Administration. The fact that the Assistant Business 
Manager has authority to sign checks during a period 
when t he college had no business manager we do not con-
sider to be very significant, since this staff member wu 
the aeling Business Manager at the time. This situation 
has been corf'e(;ted and now that the college hu a Business 
Manager, the Assistant Busineu Manager will no longer 
be permitted to sign auxil iary fund checks unless author-
ized by the Board of Directors. 
Your observation that all City of New York cheeks have 
two signatures which are generally machine signatures, 
does not by itself as a practical matter offer significant 
additional proteetion. Our present policy is that nol indiv-
idual who is authorized to sign a cheek may sign a cheek 
payable to himself and the employee who reconciles bank 
accounts has ever been instructed to review all paid checks 
to insure compliance. However, we plan to reduce the 
amount for a double signature from $2.500 to 55.00 as an 




We accept this recommendation and in the future will 
credit this aceount with Auxi'iary Enterprise revenues 
only. Any donations received by the College will be estab-
lished in separate accounts and accounted for separatel! . 
RF.COMMENDATION NO.2 
We seriously dispute the conclusion reaehed by your 
auditorsooncerningthe personal nature ~the expenses or 
that they were eollege related business costs. Auxiliary 
income has been in our judgment continually used for t he 
overall benefit of the LaGuardia College community in 
accordanee with the CUNY Fisc::al Administration Guide-
lines established by the City University of New York . 
Rt:COMMENDATION NO.3 
We attept your recommendation regarding the neces-
sity of written guidelines for expenditures and will devel-
op such a document in the near future. 
RECOMMENDATION NO.4 
We are preparing a written document regarding signa. 
ture authorizations and plan to require a double signature 
on all checks over $500. The only check signers to be 
authorized will beoffieers and/or directors of the Associa· 
tion who are covered by an officer and director blanket in· 
surance policy for their acts on behalf of the Association. 
' We seriously dispute the conclusion reached by your 
auditors concerning the personal nature of the 
expenses or that they were college related business 
costs. Auxiliary income has been continually used for 
the overall benefit of the LaGuardia College communi-
ty in accordance with the CUNY Fiscal Administration 
Guidelines.' FROM THE LCC ADMINISTRATlON·S RESPONSE 
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RECOMMENDA n ON NO_ 5 
Your auditors were aware that t here were no long out· 
standing advances at the conclusion of t heir audit and that 
a vigorous follow.up and collection policy is presently in 
force. 
RECOMMENDATION NO.6 
Your recommendation regarding revision of CUNY 
Fiscal aAdministration Guidelines has been referred to 
the City University for a response. 
stayln",-. 
ptfost~ 
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Welcome to WHAT M.e. 
Middle College DID FOR ME 
by Rolleaoa Bufllino 
Four years ago, Middle College took it's 
first steps in developing a different Lype of 
high school. They wanted to get away from 
the t radi tional high school format and t ry 
an exper iment, whe re high school students 
would be exposed to a college atmosphere, 
and college students on the same campus 
and sometimes in the same classrooms. 
The general goal was to find out [f the high 
school students w uld beller tneir aca· 
demic and social awareness by observing 
their college peers. 
One graduating clut later . and Middle 
College is growing stronger: proving that, 
in most cues, high school and college 
students can gain by working Logether. 
helping to close the gap that frightens 
many young people who did not know what 
college would be like and how well they 
would be accepted into a totally different 
world of education. 
Of eourse, u with any experiment, there 
have been drawbacks and disappointmenta 
lor studentsu well as faculty. But now, we 
are somewhat past that experimentaJ 
stage, and Middle College is still ehanging, 
improving itself to possibly become a nwre 
favored type of high sehool. 
Maybe it's the freedom the students are 
given, or the responsibilities that they 
learn about, or perhaps ifs the closeness, 
the sineere coneern that students and starf 
share. It is for all of these reasons that 
Middle Collep can become a better alter· 
native to the traditional high achool 
It is at this point, that I and the entire 
Middle ColJep and college staff welcome 
all new students to our sehool. You will 
experienee many new possibilities for your 
future, and it is here, that you will also 
grow into a mOl"8confidenl and responsible 
individual. I'm sure that you have an 
outline of what Middle CoUep is all about. 
and we hope that you will benefit from 
Middle College as well as Middle College 
benefitting from you. 
. There are a wide variety of classes to 
choose from here, and if there are any 
questions It 111, please feel 'ree to ask I 
teicher, eounselor or c1l.S.!1mlte. 
There are, as in any community, rules 
thlt everyone must abide by in order to 
keep our school in the be,t of order. As you 
know. we are quite lenient, giving you as 
much freedom Ind responsibility as you 
<:an handle. But. in order to use these 
priveleges, you must prove thlt you are 
worthy of them. We have a few simple 
rules that I know everyone will follow, 
they are: 
PLEASE do not litter (this includes 
graffiti). Even if you must go out of your 
way to find an ashtray or trash can , please 
do so, the school will look much better 
PLEASE don't use foul language. No 
one benefits from it. and s iDee there are 
people at LaGuardia from ages three to 
eighty, many people will beoftended by it. 
PLEASE respect others in the school. 
That includes teachers, security guards 
and oollege staft, as well as other students. 
I don'tthink that these rules are unfair: 
on the contrary. if we can stick to these 
few, simple rules, everyone will benefit 
from it. includingyourselr. 
Good luck to all of you. and we hope thlt 
you take your education seriously Ind have 
a goOd time bere as well. It really is 
possible to mix learning and fun together. 
After all, that is what Middle College is all 
about. 
Mr. O'Shaughnessy (far right) accepts award presented to him by Charles Branch· 
Comb (2nd) and Art Greenberg (center). 
IDqe Mlillllie mallege Awarlls 
JACK O'SHAUGHNESSY 
by RoMaaa. 8"'-tiao 
Middle College students who were in-
volved in the journalism class which called 
themselved "Publishing House," were 
eagertostart aschool maguine. However, 
with the high eosts of printing, the stu· 
dents saw little chance of producing a 
magazine that would fit within their bud· 
get.. Mr. Jac:k 0' Shaughnessy, Direetor of 
Office Servieea, solved their problem by 
offering to print their magazine free of 
charge. The Middle Collep's fJrSt publica· 
tion,"ln.sigbt,Rwuasuceesa. 
Lat.e:r on, Middle College's Publishing 
House were hoping to produee a second 
issue of the magazine.Without hesitation, 
Jack O' Shaughnessy stepped in again, 
making it possible for the Publishing 
House to distribute their second issue of 
"Insight." 
It was now the tbird year sinee the 
ineeption of Middle College Higb Scbool, 
and the students were looking forward to 
producing their first yearbook, represent· 
ingtbe f1l"lt graduating class. The students 
looked into the co.sts of printing a yearbook 
through outside busineS5, but even by 
printing a book or lesser quality, they eould 
not meet the expensive «Ista. A lending 
hand came into tbe scene once again. and 
Mr. 0' Shaughnessy printed the yearbooks 
at co.st to Middle College. The resull was a 
beautiful, bigh quality yearbook. 
Even with his impossibly tight schedule, 
he managed to help Middle College and was 
pre&ented with a walnut plaque with solid 
brass facing which read: 
To: Jack O'Shaughnessy 
andhiastaff 
fortheirservieesto 
Middle Collep publications 
The well deserved award was presented 
in June of this year to Mr. 0' Shaughnessy 
and his staff by Charles Brancheomb, 
Business manager of the yearbook, GIm' 
en. and Arthur Greenberg, Director of 
Middle Collep, who was on hand to 
oongratulate and think him for his time 
anderrort. 
Middle College Advantage 
by u..t. ~ Beele 
One of the most popular complaints that 
the students of Middle College have is that 
LaGuardia College doesn't let them partic-
ipate in college aet.ivites. But. that com· 
plaint is not valid. LaGuardia Community 
College has many things to offer Middle 
College. As students of Middle College, we 
sbould take advantage of these opportun· 
ities. 
The eoUege has always let us use their 
' facilities, including the Sony cafeteria, and 
now there is a new cafeteria-ifs loeated 
on the first floor of the main building. As 
with the Sony weleria, we hive full use of 
it, provided that you un find an empty 
seat. While you're seated. you might 
happen to notice that the roof is missing; it 
has been replaced with glass. 1 gueu 
they're tryingto brighten up the pllee. 
By now, all of you should have noticed 
that the main building's exterior is fin · 
inshed. The interior has not been fully 
completed yet, but what I have seen of it is 
beautiful. 
While I was browsing lround through 
the new Main building, I happened to pass 
the gym. It's flbulous! The gym is open 
daily, from 8 I.m. to 10 p.m. and on 
Saturdays from 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. I hope 
that you will take advat.age of it, I know I 
will. 
The library, which is also located in the 
Main building, has many features to offer 
us. Besides the many different types of 
books, it has periodicals and microflim, 
which we are free to use. There is also a 
bookstore in the basement of the main 
building, with a larp selection of text· 
books and other sehool supplies. 
If you did nol. pick up your lD. eardsyet, 
I sugpst tbat you do so. The room to look 
forisMB46in the Main building. 
If you want an afternoon or evening out, 
there are theater and movie tickets thlt 
the college offers at discount prices. I'll be 
happy to keep you informed as to which 
tickets are available and when they can be 
purchased at the Student Activites Office 
inroomMl22. 
Now that the eoUege is giving us the 
opportunity to use these facilities, it is up 
to you and I to take full advantage of them. 
So. let's not put them to waste. 
by LorraiDeWalker 
When I first entered LaGuardia Middle 
College, I had no idea of where life was 
leading me and most of I ll. I didn't care. I 
failed moSl of my dasses in Junior lligh 
School. and didn't plan on gett ing a High 
School Diploma. 
Little by little, I started changing. In my 
sophomore year , teachers would tell me if 
only I would come to school and give it I 
little effort , I'd have no problem pasSing 
my <:lasses. So I tryed it. but I guess I 
didn't try hard enough. I passed some 
<:lasses, but I also failed a few. 
By the time Junior year <:eme, I really 
s tarted changing. LaGuardia was making 
me realize I wasn't going to get anywhere 
without a good education . Now that I've 
reached my senior year, I'm a completely 
different person: I won't do anything but 
lelrn. I took extra <:lasses to make up 
credits J was missing. I began to read more 
often and tried to learn anything tbat I was 
interested in. 
Three yelrs IgO, if somf!(lne were to ask 
me if I wanted togo to college, I would have 
laughed in their face . But fortunately, 
LaGuardia has changed all of that. With 
teachers hiving faith in me and &Ssuring 
me I have the potential to do whatever 1 
want to do, I feel more confident. 
I attend my dasses all the time now and 
my goal is to finish High School with good 
grldes and Curther my edueation by going 
to eoUege. I would never have done any of 
these things if it weren't for LaGuardil 
Middle College. Teachers enlightened me, 
inspired me and helped me put my mind to 
work. I"U always be more than grateful to 
LaGuardia Middle College for opening my 





Middle College's 1977/78 student gov· 
ernment is working extra bard this year to 
help run Middle College with a little more 
efficiency. Over the summer vacation, 
Middle College Director, Arthur Green· 
berg and Student Government President, 
Martha Lavant. worked on a new sehool 
policy that would help Middle College 
function properly under strieter rules. 
This policy deals with attendance, home-
work, grading and disciplinary problems 
throughout Middle Collep. The policy also 
deals with' the Faculty Review Board. It 
explains what the functions and powers 
are, and who will be affected by it. 
The student government, which is part 
of the review board, is responsible for 
seeing that this policy is carried out and 
that all violations of the school rules are 
dealt with. 
It is our ftnn belief that no student 
attending Middle College will have to be 
confronted with the Student Faculty Re· 
view Board as a result of breaking school 
rules. 
We encourage Middle 
College people to 
contri bute to the Flute. 
Contact Roseann Bufolino 
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PEOPLE' S HEALTH CENTER 
Student Blood Drive A Success! 
On July 27th, the Peoples Health Cen· 
ler, in cahoot.a with the American Red 
Cross. sponsored • relatively sueeeasful 
blood drive. in which they mllllged to 
f.nagle 50 full pinu of fresh blood from 
LaGuardia students (and • few faculty 
membenwhostraggledlnlOthecenter). 
I, who had urged you all to shed your 
notoriously apatheUe akina Illd medivaJ 
fears and jump on the blood wagon, was 
the biggest baby of them .U. After hanging 
around all day, intrepidly photographing 
' student donors and their blood (or, what 
had been their blood) I developed a more 
than mild cue of wid feet. Having had a 
preview of the procedure, I developed a 
distaste for it all and spent half the day 
pondering all possible eeupes. Indeed, 1 
had developed a few eredible excuse •• but 
succumbed to tbe Red Croe.s vampires 
nevertheleu. 
I was the very lut ODe to dora.ttI th.t 
day. Sinte Ole, were wtder.ttafI'ed, the 
Red Crou t.ech.aidana remaiHd put tbe 
projected 2pm UDtil 4pm and were DOt in 
very good mood. by the time they got 
arouDd to my..w. Yet, t.hey did humor 
mewhen IlAidthitI..,upmgtolbrow up 
and they did raiN my feel ..,hen I SWl-
pect.ed lhat I would faint. The needle, 
wbicb wu in (act Jarpr than your stan-
dard bypodermic. only hurt upon it.I initial 
entrance enroute to my blood. After that, 
itju.st.fe;tkindoffunky. 
At any rate, though I gave them a hard 
time, they did manage to get a full pint out 
of me. It wun't really all that bad and 1 
would do it again. most likely because I'll 
get to wear a little patch that reads "be nice 
to me. I ju.t gave blood." 1 must comp-
lement the Red Cl"OIU technicians for 
coping with their under· staffed situation 
10 weU and working late. And also, Susan 
Hessner and her uaiat.ants for supervising 
the whole thing and uauring me that I 
would not get. sick. - La.teltndrw., 
Members of Student Emergency Health Team Honored 
Three membert of the Student Emerg· 
ency Medieal Team weN bODCN"ed by tbe 
adminiltration for their geDWOU ... rvtee 
to the College in a amal.I ceremony on 
Augusttbird. 
Dean William Hamilton, apeaklng for 
President Shenker who wu unable to 
attend the affair, ellprnsed the gratitude 
of t.be community in bis address and 
presented a Certiliute of Appreciation to 
each of the students. Diane DeVincentis 
and Vietor Martino, botb graduates, bave 
served u volunteera on the Team for the 
put two yeara, and John Hoey wbo ia 
transferring to York College, has been 
with tbe Team &ince September '76. 
Following presentation of tbe certifi· 
cates, four new membera of lhe Medica] 
Team reeeived their pin. from Sal Cardin· 
ale. Director of tbe Astoria Volunteer 
AmbulaDceCorpa.ln his brief remu'" Mr. 
Cardinale stressed the importance to lhe 
individual patient of quality on·tbe·scene 
emergenc, care and emphasized the vall.Ml 
of the Medical Team to tbe Ambulance 
Corps stalf who ..... responsible for trans· 
porting emergenc, cue. to area hospitals. 
Joanne Pacifico. Joey MeCUlion, Donna 
&.ch and Lillis.n M&JT'ero will continue 
their work on the Emergenc, Medica] 
Team tbit academicyeu. 
Following the pinning ceremony, a but· 
fett supper wu sen-eel ror the stuoonts 
and their parents in the Faculty Dining 
Room . 
With the lou of thue lTt-mOOra the 
Medical Team 15 once again f ... ~-ed with the 
talk of reeruiung new atudfl~ members 
for the current ,ear. The C. ege Comm-
unit, needs dedicated Itu".. lU who are 
willmg 19 give or tbeir limp' and talents! 
The Medical Team it open ~ all students 
reg~e .. of prior experien« "'raining in 
6nt...w and emergeneJ care iti provided to 
an,one willing to malte a commitment of 
four boon a week on a volunteer basis. 
Interested Iludents ahould eont.aet Susan 
Hessner. the College Nune, in t.be Peo-
ple'a Hea.lth Center, room MB-27. 
Students Needed Now! Volunteer for the Emergency Medical Team 
C_taet s.. ... B e .. 1Iet" , ....... %7 
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DREAM'S SWEET REVENGE A ROYAl Roll A PlEASURAblE ENCOUNTER 
When we were much younger and more naive 
Years, years ago 
As the young queen strolled by 
the King'! royal bed 
Evening introduced the sky 
to a luminous full moon. 
that sat upon the sill resting {its glowl 
between curtains made of fine lace. 
Renecting against the min-owed walls 
with·in the master bedroom. 
We experienced a brief verbal encounter. 
His old bullfrog eyes 
popped right out of his head 
He feasted his eyes on her 
lovely round rump My sincerity. was jolted 
the instant your head tilted. 
as you slowly lowered your eyelids; 
You smiked and said 
"Very good thinking!" 
and decided he'd engage 
in a royal hump 
She still had that headache 
so she decided to run 
Where lay two bodies, seen as one 
through the light of candle and moon. 
Bound in motions of love and sensual pleasure. 
SUding beneath the sheets of silk pongee, 
I withdrew my spirit. Communication ceased. But the king had intensions 
for some royal fun 
in recipricol action. 
Unhearing to the caUing of the wind, 
and the street noise below. 
Absorbed in mounting passion An enlightening dream awakened me 
Late, la8t night. 
Our nude bodies covered a king· sized bed 
in a small grey room somewhere. 
We experienced a brief sexual encounter. 
Thi8 time I jolted your sincerity 
Your liquid eruption Oooded the room. 
Embarttssed by your manhood 's deception 
Your spirit withdrew. 
The queen was ahead 
and she gave him a chase 
But the king was too old 
to keep up with the race 
it was beginning to Ouster 
his royal grace 
who wass trying so hard 
that he fell on his face. 
and infinite thrusting motions 
Until mutual cUmax is reached. 
The bodies detach. falling to separate corners, 
spent with exaustion. 
Yet, soon to gain a new surge of energy 
and once again form one 
into a pleasurable encounter. 
- L.B. 
LAUGHTER WAS MY SWEET REVENGE. 
- Susan Herbert CoffEE 
ONE TltOUSANd NiNE HUNdREd & Siuy-
paint me with your colors 
i am your canvas 
by Gene Doyle 
It's late Got up this morning 
Feeling good and black 
Thinking black thoughts 
Did black things 
Played aU my black records 
EiGltT 
WiNTERS 
you are my gentle brush 
stroke me with a rainbow 
I sit, drinking coffee 
Thinking of you 
Coffee 
Black, it.·s bitter 
And minded my own black business 
Put on my best black clothes 
Walked out my black door 
i am your image 
until the sun comes up 
As bitter as a love grown old 
With sugar, sweet 
Ah. but I remember a time. 
With milk, coudy And. Lord have mercy: white snow! -L.B. 
- Jad Earley 
Research Study 
Subjects Needed 
The Department of Neurology at Mon-
tefiore Hospital" Medical Center (Albert 
Einstein College of Medicine) in collabor· 
ation with the Department of Physiology of 
the Harvard Medical Scbool, is cunently 
eondud ing speeialatudie. of man living in 
a time·free environment. Volunteers for 
thi. study live in a modern 21/. room apart..-
ment in the Montefiore Hospital Complex. 
Volunteel'l for the study are basically free 
to apend their time as they wish. People 
who have apecific project.l to carry out. 
such as theses, dissertatiOIlS, or art work 
will probably find the environment to be a 
veryprodudiveone, 
AU obvioua environment.aJ time cues 
such as clocks, television, etc. will be 
excluded from this apartment. There will 
be frequent interaction. however, between 
a large staH and the aubject. While in the 
environment, varioua different physiologic 
functiona of the aubject volunteer will be 
monitered. These include body temper· 
ature, hormone levels, urinary electro· 
Iyles,subjective ratings of alertness. video 
monitoring, and polygraphic recording of 
sleep. 
The spartment is equipped with a high 
fidelity stereo, an exereycle, and a type· 
writer or piano if desired. Other special 
furnishirgs can possibly be arranged to 
suit an individual subject.. AU meals are 
prnp&red fo r the volunteer whenever he 
wishes. With the exception of certain 
scheduled day" he chooses the time I.e 
wishes to go to ,Ieep and wake up. Each 
study will be at leut three weeb long. 
ADplicants will be interviewed and 
asked to eomplet.e various tests. Inter 
ested persons should contact Mr. Mike 
Pont.iIIo, Administrator, Department of 
Neurology. at(212) 920-6074. 
We've been apart so long .. 
awa,. We all gained, so don't feel embarr· 
assedl Everyone iI welcome regard.less of Choir Schedule Weare eurrenUy studying men of 20·30, 
and 50·65 yean of age. Volunteers for this 
study are well paid for their time spent in 
t.his unique environment. 
howmuchyouhavetolose.... Porgy and Be .. , George Gershwin's 
A new program for people on LIQUID popular American folk opera, will be 
PROTEIN is abo being offered on Tues· presented bytb LaGUARDIA CHOIR and 
daya I.t 12 noon. Learn what. to eat wben soloist.a during t.he Winter 1978 q~, 
you Withdraw from Liquid Protein, 80 you The work was aeJeeted beeause of many 
don't find yourself back in the same boat requests bl nlldenta interested in part. 
three weeks later, This will be an on·going ieipating in a produet.ion o(Porgy and Beas. 
Music Internships 
A variety of music related internsrups r.::r!:~ ::g ~ ;~~~~e:' y:~ :!ro:~~ po~:~~!:~hLe::~'::~: w": Iin~ 
~;:~d;!=,!:, coin~7w:'~ m::~: with meal planning. Bess. Russell Bryant. tenor {who w .. an 
able beginning the Fall 1977 quarter and Hea::~ C:~~m~ ,;, =~d yc!:!; ~~:n~ ;:~r;:?,as,..:;!,.';"S:;'~~ 
thereafter, anounced Dr. Nick Rossi, Co- call Sussn Heuner at 5592 for further Life. Brunilda Angueira (anotber popular 
ord~:O~~!:.u~r~toz:.~:;.iaFarrell and information, . soloist In "Who Is Fiorello?'" will aing the 
Martin Coben of Cooperative Edueation ~~:~ Se:~~reC-.:..m::mr:~ 0::: 
have been meeting with Dr. Rossi and W Sh those who may returning to the LaGuardia 
~~r."~Pt~r::eof~~~~:~;kDe!=::::' omen own Choir after being on intel'lhip. 
There will be opportunities off campus at V· d t 
ou<hpl4o .... th.N.wYo'kJuzMu .. um on I eo apes 
and working with conductor Leonard 
Bernstein'a organization at. the Tangle- INTERNATIONAL VIDEOLET1'ERS 
wood Summ~r Feati~al in M~hU5et~" will be shown at the Women's Interart 
On campus I~ternshlps are ~lng deve · Center, 549 W. 52nd Street, on the last 
oped to beneflt atudents wh~ WISh to have a , Saturday of each month. INTERNATION. 
:~:~:~~si::: :nxr~~n~t~:~ AL VIDEO.LETtERS Is an experiment in 
iea. These will eneompass pUblicity and ~he use o~ Videotapes to exchange person~ 
music performance arrangements and give information ~d news be~;een women s 
students responsibilities and experience in groups throug out the wor . 
dealing direc:tly with the business and Everyone is invited to .see how women 
finaneial aspects of the entertainment feelaboutwhatishappeningintheirhomes 
indust.ry. and communities and to partieipate in the 
Weight Control 
On Thursdays 1:00 p.m., the Weight 
Control group that was so luceeuful last 
Spring holds weekly meetings. Louise 
Prankel will continue to act as group leader 
and we urge all or you who put back a few 
pounds this summer to get started right 
diseussions following the showings. The 
rail sehedule of videotape showings will be: 
October29 - Ann Arbor/ Canada 
November26 - Florida 
All shows start at 7 pm and a $1.00 
donation is requested. For further infor-
mation, call Eileen Ziegler or Linda Gibson 
at the Women's Interart Center, !212) 
246·6570. 
Dance Club 
1) Can you flex youl legs? 
2, Can you walk with your head upright? 
5) Can you touch your toes? 
4) Can. you do a sit up? 
U you have all of these. or would like to 
aeeure a physical fitness about yourself, 
then now's the time for you to put your 
body in responsible hands. 
Learn to touch your toes, stretch your 
legs, atomach muscles and stay in shape 
through the La Hue Mar Roe Dance Club. 
St.art.ing now, you can inquire about the 
Club at t.he S.A.C. in Room M·I22 during 
the hOUri of 9:30 a.m. and 1:00 noon, 
Mon .·Wed. 
Just leave your name, soc.w aecurity 
number, and your phone number 10 that 
you can be reaehed. 
U you know your school hours, please 
leave this also. 
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Stop by the Flute Office, located in the rear of the Sony Cafeteria. 
Ordrop a note in the Flute mailbox in room MB122 
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Nov. T (Enl er b y Oct 2ft) 
3-MAN BASKETBALL 
Nov. l(E nle rby Ocl. 2ft} 
VOLLEYBALL 
Nov. J (Eole, b y Ocl . 28) 
6-MAN SOCCER 
Nov. J(EnIt'r b y Ocl. 28) 
CO -ED 3 PLAYER 
BASKETBALL 
OPEN RECREATION 
Mo nday a nd Wednesday 
aamlu IOpm 
H,,1f of Ihe gym a nd eu~rci~e wom 
will always he open 
FAMILY RECREATION 
for diffe rent drop· in 
recre"tional pursuits 
Opt'n 10 f.cu lly, s laff. a lumni a nd thei' fa m ilies 
SATURDAYS - 9 AM to 12 NOON 
Volleyball· Basketba ll· Badminto n 
Tennis · Slimnastics 
* 
~ 




Saturdays from 10 am to 12 Noon 
and dai ly, by appointment 
WORKSHOPS 
SLtMNASTtCS 
Monday and Thursdoll- - 12·2 pm 
VO LLEYBA LL 
Monday and Wedne\day - ;:]O·I1:JO 
BASKETBAll 
Monda) ,1nd Wednesday - S:.JO·&:lO pm 
BADM INTON 
Monday and Wednesday - ;:]0·&:]0 pm 
GYMNASTICS 
Mond ay - 2 103 pm 
W e-dne-sday - 1:20 to ]:;0 




Mondav throuRh Thunlda~' 
.u scheduled 
DAY CARE CENTER 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Wednesday - 110 5 pm 
MODERN DANCE 
Wednesday - 1:20 to J:~O pm 
SOCCER 
Monday and Wednesday - 10:20-11:20 
Tuesday - 1102:40pm 
Slimnaslics - Monday - 6:16-8 pm 
T('nnis - Monday - 8109::10 pm 
Tennis - Tuesday - 11:30 to 8 pm 
Kara le - Wednesday - 6:]()..8 pm' 
Tennis - Saturda" - 10-11:30 pm 
• karate for day students: Thur\day - 1:30 to J pm hid .. y - 9:30 to 10:30 am 
wed. 1:36-):30; Thurs. 11-1, ~nd Fri. 12·2 
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES HELD IN SEPTEMBER 
For some reason, LaG uardia's fifth annual Commencement E xercises got me 
all choked up. Maybe it was because J should have been up there graduating 
with my fellow Fluters, instead of Fluting and photographing the event. 
And, an event it was, indeed. I used to think that Graduation days were 
mushy and my parents had to convince me, by way of large graduation checks, 
to attend the departing ceremonies for Junior and Senior High School. But 
LaGuardia's fifth was the best I've ever seen and it got me anxious for the 
sixth. At thatone I 'll be wearing a C8p and gown. - L.B . 
... 
LINDA FOX AND DAUGHTER JENIFER both receive diplomas lrom Pres· 
ldent Shenker . .I aniler was honored for perfect attendanca at LaGuardia's Day Clre 
Canter for the past two years alii her mom attended classes. 
NEAR TEARS, .10 Marie Muldovan the LaGuardia Memorial Assocla · 
tlon Annual Award, as presented by .Iudsga .Iulius Issacs. Tha articulate .10 Marie, 
ali chocked up and nearly at a loss for words, attributed her succus to her dsughter. 
Edi tor 's Note: Unfortunately. my pholo's dldn'l coma out too wall. All photo credits (or thase goes to Gana Lottenb8fg. 
LaGUARDIA STUDENTS GO JAMAICAN 
56 LaGuudia studenta, 80me aecom· 
panied by friends and relatives, and 8 
members of LaGuardia FacuJty and Staff 
left for Jamaica allO:OO a.m. on Tuesday, 
August 30. Needless to say, excitement 
was great u the plane took off. with some 
olthestudents making their maiden flight. 
On arrival in Monl.ego Bay, Jamaica. the 
party was met by o16cials of the Jamaica 
Tourist Board. Photographs of the group 
were taken for publication nationally and 
internationally, and Mr. Lealie Curtis, 
FacuJty Advisor to the AduJt Students 
Association wu interviewed lor Radio and 
Press Release. Mr. Curti!J informed the 
Jamaica Tourist Board that Dr. Joseph 
Shenker. President of LaGuardia Commu· 
nity College. Dr. Martin Moed, Dean of 
Faculty and Ms. Augusta Kappner, Dean 
of the Division of Continuing Education 
which operates the Extended Day pro-
grams for the Adult Students. are keen on 
the broadeningofthe students' concepts of 
community. They feel that we all need to 
re-alignour sights on what Is meant by the 
word 'community' and to realize that it 
goes far beyond our individual and circum-
scribed residential and localized areas. 




al and cowueling services on and oft 
campus in New York City and this type of 
international interaction between the 
United Statel and Jamaica can have far· 
reacbing reciprocal educational f'esuJls. 
Duringthe eight days the students were 
in Jamaica, they found time to travel, 
study. relax and make friends. A full day 
wu spent in Kingston, the capital of 
Jamaica, where the students attended the 
two seminars held on the campus at the 
Univeraity of the West Indies. Here, the 
students heard Mr. Mervyn Morris, a well 
known Jamaiean author and poet, and a 
member of the Fa.cuJty of tho; University, 
lecture and discUS!! aspects of West Indian 
Literature. and Miss Jean Tulloch·Reid, 
tutor in Family Life Education and SociaJ 
Work, aJso on the FacuJty of the Univer-
sity. present and discUS!! trends and issues 
con~rning Jamaican structure. 
Students visited the Main Br&rlch of the 
Jamaica Public Library Service where a 
spcial Exhibition on economic development 
in Jamaica had been extended for the 
students' benefit. Students also found time 
to brieDyvisit lheJ amaican Folk Museum, 
and the Arawak Indian Museum, the only 
museum devoted to the artifacts and 
culture of the Indian Tribe who were the 
lirstsettlers in J amaica. Some also attend· 
ed chun:h services on the Sunday. 
This visit to Kingston. which necessi· 
Lat.ed a hair·raising bus trip over the Blue 
Mountains, o[fered the students a splendid 
opportunity to see the beauty of the 
Jamaican countryside and to observe rural 
villages and towrul. Students abo observed 
some of the needs of Jamaica in term. of 
housing, schools and land development. 
Back at their hotel in Ocho Rios, stu-
dents relued, swam, snorkeUed, shopped 
aDd occasionally slept to recuperate from 
the hectic pace Qf Jamaican life! 
Arrangements had been made in cooper· 
ation with t he Jamaican Government, 
through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
for guest speakers to visit the hotel to meet 
and discuss topics of interest concerning 
the social and economic development of 
Jamaica and lively exchan~s between t he 
speakers aDd the students took place. 
Recreation and study became inter· 
woven ustudents completed study assign. 
mentson white sands a lew yards from the 
blue Caribbean waLe", as they interview-
ed vacationing and visiting Jamaicans 
about family lifestylea, education and voca· 
tional training programs, and learnt some 
of the IoeaJ IIOngsaiso. 
StudentIJ toured plantations, viaited un· 
derground cave, where fugitive slaves had 
hidden, climbed the !pectacular waterfall 
at Dunn! River led by Rastafarian guides. 
and shopped at the local market. They also 
had a momentous opportunity to sample a 
Continu.ed on page 16 
LaGuardia students about to board a bus for Ocho Rlos, where they spent most of 
their eight day vislL PHOTO ev OSWALD SMITH 





* Extended Day "* Continuing Ed * 
Students 
WE WANT TO HEAR 
FROM YOU! 
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LCC's Media Production Students 
Visit ABC's Stanley Siegel Show 
by Maria BarTen 
Want an idea of what it's like behind the 
scenes? Well. several Media Production 
students, accompanied by their instructors 
Mary Pat and Micki Kelly. had t he oppor-
tunity to experience the live product ion of 
the Stanley Siegel show during the sum-
mer quarter. 
As guests of Stanley Siegel, we were 
able to see the whole process of production 
the before, during and alter of live t.ele· 
vision. 
Stanley's guests on the show were: 
comedian Robert. Klien and newly appoint· 
ed Miss Universe, J annel Commissione, as 
well as a short visit from news commenta· 
ler Milton Lewis. During t he show, a 
phone call was placed to columnist J immy 
Breslin. beling that it was the anniversary 
of t he .44 caliber killer's year of shooting. 
Stanley intended to ask him questions 
concerning Son of Sam , but. unfortunately, 
due to le(:hnical difrjcuities, the conversa-
tion was cut off. 
This was quite an interesting and unique 
experience for us-the action, excitement, 
atmosphere, lights, camera, ete. We felt as 
if we were a part of it. all. In watehing the 
show, we realized that there was no script, 
no cue cards. The fact that the ahow was 
ad·libbed made it all the more effective. 
After the show, autographs were given 
by the stars and, also, a group conversa· 
tion with Stanley Siegel took place. A 
question we were all anxious to have 
answered was: "What should one do in 
order to break into the television media?" 
Stanley's advice was to learn all you can 
about the media, take related courses and 
mainly, whenyouarereadyto get to work, 
"start someplace outside of this city , where 
the competition is not as strong." Then he 
recomended that once you get the working 
experience, then come back to New York . 
He also commented that, "It's a tough and 
competitive field ." 
The witty star, whose show is seen each 
week day morning at 9:00 on channel 7, 
began to pursue his career many years ago. 
He started in _ few small cities outside of 
competative New York Cit.y. He worked at 
various jobs within the media. Finally, 
today , he's back in this big city with his 
own, live television program. 
Poet Visits 
On August 10th, feminist poet Penelope 
Scambly Schott visited LaGuardia to read. 
her poetry and share her views with the 
students of Susan Riccio 's "Women in Lit-
erature" class. Ms. Schott, a close friend of 
Ms. Riccio 's, has published her work in 
various publications, including Ms. Mag-
azine. Enthusiastically, she read a number 
of her poems to the clas s, explaining each 
as she w~nt along. The audience was quite 
comfortable with Ms. Scambly, who was in 
tum at home with her audience and her 
visit was a pleasurable one indeed. 
MI. Schott read_ report 3118174 to class 
PHOTO IY LAURIE BROCI';WAY 
LaGuardia 
The following is Q poem written 
by Penelope Scambly Schott. 
REPORT: J/18/14 
My husand likes fi sh and taperecorders; 
they both have filtered worlds; respond 
when he switches on lights; otherwise, stay still. 
For an entire weekend he has switched and plugged. 
Having waited up late, I have slept along. 
J am not now nor have I ever been 
an angel fish. Oh. fora snail's shell, 
to be more self-contained. a cassette. 
Perhaps I am a reel to reel 
unrolling myself in swirls on the floor; 
my small high scream can be filtered out. 
Comes the dark Monday morning of the body; 
cold eggs and rancor for breakfast. 
It had nothing, he says. to do with me. 
"Exactly," I say. "Passive-agressive. 
I fling jargon like plates at a wall. 
The children, like smoke. drift out of the kitchen. 
"And furthermore, you do it all t.he time." 
He leaves, having missed, he says, two trains, 
returns once for the keys (in his pocketl ' 
while I polish a pan like the grail. He leaves. 
This time he does not slam the door. 
Re·enter the children. reliable as clocks; 
unfright.ened but unfed, they button their coats: 
after the first bus there is no other. 
Such silent diurnity st ings my eyes. 
We rebreakfast. I will drive them to school: 
my s tandard penitential act. 
Later he calls. I am not surprised. 
He may. he says. be late for dinner. 
His point. OK. My panscrubbing repaid. 
Tick for tock. Let or hindrance. 
if this were tennis we' d ca ll it love. 
COPYRIGHT 1977 PENELOPE SCAM BLY SCHOTT 
Family Day 
A Hit! 
by Sudy SeIIubert 
On Saturday, August 27th, the Student 
Activities Committee sponsered a Family 
Day Picnic to Mohansic State Park. The 
price for a day full of fun was a bargain st 
$2,00 per student and $4.00 for guests. 
The intention of Family Day was to 
bring the members of LaGuardia together 
on a much less t han formal basis. in an 
environment much different than the usual 
LaGuardia environment in which we usual-
Iymeet. 
The student body, as well as the facu lty 
and staff and their families were invited to 
join in on the event. you didn't have to 
belong to a family to attend, being a friend 
was enough to qualify you. Even if you 
didn't have a friend. you more than likely 
ended the day having many. 
The day began with the most. courageous 
of us arriving to school at t he ungodly hour 
of 6:30 am to load the bus with an 
assortment of food , grills , utensils and 
other goodies to picnic with. Once ~he bus 
was loaded. we were ready for the hour 
long ride to the park and off we went. Our 
6:30 purpose was to prepare for the 
later·t.o-arrive four bus loads of excited 
picnicers. 
Arriving at. the park we were greeted by 
t.wo signs:one pointing to the goU course 
and one pointing to the parking lot. Decid· 
ing that golfers were't likely to appreciate 
our bus on their course, we took the latter 
route. 
Our site was a choice locale. The picnic 
area was boarded with trees, there was a 
large field behind UI and the bathrooms 
weredose by. 
We hard workers embarked on the task 
of setting up the site for the day ahead. Or 
group of ingenious LaGuardians, well 
known for out brain power, set about 
putting the grills together. The first to 
finish reeeived a chicken; unfortunately, 
there was no prue for the last place. 
Meanwhile Umoja prepared his apecial 
barbeque sauce. 
As the aroma of sauce 6Jled the air, the 
sound of hamburgers sizzling 011 the grill 
could be heard. a1t.ertheotherbuaes began 
arriving, the place started to buzz with 
energy. An assortment of families and 
friends began to 6Jl the, before, quiet site 
with laughter and good. talk. from then on 
the day ""U full of _ varletf of aetivititll, 
some athletic, some more sedate. There 
were pmes of volleyball. soccer and 
softball played, pitting girl againat. bo,-
or vice-versa. A rouaihg game of frisbee 
was played by those who could throw a 
frisbee. and catch one as well. H sporta 
wasn't your bag, eating was. There was 
plenty of food to go around, enough 
chicken , steak aDd hamburgers to feed a 
small army. 
Those who wanted to venture further 
than the picnic site and the bathl'OOlDl took 
a short bus ride to the lake, pool or 
basketball courts. There was an attempt to 
show·off nautical akills that before had not 
been seen at r.Guardia. 
After all this was the so-called eoolin-out 
time, where you just hang back and digest 
the day. 
Then, afteraday full of activity, energy, 
food and lriendship, the site was, on I 
group effort , cleaned up and we were 
resdy forthe bus trip borne. 
AJ I mentioned before, the intention of 
Family Day was to bring people together 
and in that it su«eeded. It was a pleasure 
being surrounded by smiling. happy, faces 
on t he bus ride home. Happy, not. because 
they were ieaving, but beeause they had a 
good. time while they were there. Let's do 
itagsin, next year. 
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LIES, ALL LIES- By Don Sutherland 
Editor's Note: In reference to "Rap · 
ping With Mr. S uper 8 " (an inter-
uiew with filmmaker/writer/photog· 
rapher and "wittiest person I'ue 
met" - Don Su therwnd) in the July 
issue, I receiued the following letter 
fTOm Mr. Super 8 himself. 
The letter, wriUen with the ole 
S utherland charm, wit and imagina-
tion, is the best letter I'ue euer got· 
ten.. So good. in fact. t ha t I'd like to 
share it with ya 'IL 
I'ue read and re-read this letter 
about t en times. . and I'm still 
cracking up. And yes, Donny S cott, 
it was good for m e too. 
Dear Laurie Sue: 
Hope ya'U don't mind my taking the 
liberty 01 addressing you by both your 
lint namea, but u you know it hu become 
lu hiODable to do that kind of thing under 
the present regime -- er, admin.i!Jtration --
and you, in return, may leel free to caU me 
Donny Seott. 
Anyhow, in response to the recently 
published interview, there are a few 
expansion., d&rificat.iolll and correction. 
that should be made. You see, ... one who 
hu oonduct.ed numerous interviews my· 
sel!, I am aware tbat there is often a 
discrepancy in the attuney of the authol-'. 
introduetory remarks and the quotes that 
foUow, ... uttered by the interviewee. Ours 
is no exception. The introduction you 
wrote is entirely true, while everything 
that lollows is a fabrication. 
You know fuU well that I do not speak. 
Heavy breathing is my specialty. If you go 
back over your tape" you will find one 
after another ollB-minute silent gap •. 
In any UIe, those few words you did 
extract b-om me between in and exhala-
tion. are lies, all lies. I told you liea because 
I did not really believe you were malti.ng an 
interview. All you'd told me wu tome· 
thing about some flute, and then you 
showed up with a tape recorder. So I 
figured you were gonna go into lOme scam 
about why I should buy Gregorian Chantl 
u transcribed for the flute , or something 
Jike that. WeU, sezI, if you ean bulllhitme, 
then lean bulllhityou. 
Now lhat I see that you really are an 
earnest journalilt, I am remorse with 
guilt. Furthermore. I am guilty with 
remorse. I feel that for the sake- of your 
budding journalistic career, I must give 
you the opportunity to set the record 
' tr&lght. 
To begin with, I om the actor by the 
same name, only I go by the stagename 
Elliott Gould. or. ill horror film., Elliott 
Ghoul. ln any tale, I Mve been an actor in 
sex f1lml and plays. What did you think 1 
meant when I said "In the 7th grade I blew 
a liner Ole junior High 43, it w ... a liberal 
ole place alright. 
But like most acton I am unemployed 
more often than working, 10 I have another 
job. I am a duea-paying member of the 
Street Sweepen Union. I joined the union 
beca.use I am a joiner by nature. and alIO 
because I needed the security of a . teady 
Only trouble ii, I am rated only for 
elephant dung. Now, that'. really tough 
.hit.Rave you ever Men a twenty-pound 
turd? More than that, have you ever Men a 
twenly·pound turd in Dew York? Yeah, I 
know about the subway, but Me, rm a 
.treet ' weeper, and not permitted to work 
underground. 
I would move to India, where the 
elephant population is more populous, only 
the union ' hop ,teward over there has it in 
for me. He a1so hu it out for me. I don't 
know which is worse. Regardlell, you ean 
understand that for me businesa has been a 
little slow. 
So you must forgive my little deception, 
but. you see, a fella's gotta do 'O\M, .... mg. 
You know tbose aHec:tionate,litUe cats you 
mentioned? Well, I gotta feu up, for your 
sake, kid. You've heard about this new 
kind of genetic engineering, recombinate 
DNA technology? Well I hold quite a few 
degrees in that field . Ninety-eight.point. 
,ix degrees to beexact. Them ain't cats you 
saw. They're tiny little elephants. 
You shoulda guessed. My de£ensivenesa 
when you first entered. The Mansion 
. houlda tipped you off. Remember when 
you said, MWU it a eat I saw?" and I got all 
nervous. Well, if you apell "w ... it a eat I 
law" badr,wards. you get "w ... it a eat I 
saw." But how many times have you .een 
IOmebody tet all nervoua and defensive 
over a pa1lendrome? You ahoulda known. 
What'. happening ii, in a week or two I 
am going to Wr.e my tiny IItlle herd and let 
them loo8e- fu .hit all over New York. 
Everybody else does. so why Dot? 
I have alIO concocted a new kind of virwl 
that tums the letter E into a 2O·pound 
elephant turd. See, just in this lentenee 
alone, the e1ephant warefare germ neta me 
260 pounds of dung. 
In short, I am going to make oae friggin 
lortuneshoveling.hit. 
Now that I've cleared up the lies in the 
interview .. by the way, thanb for u. ing u 
many E. u you did -- let me clarify one 
Trip to Jamaica . .. Continued 'rom page 17 
typieat Jamaican breakfast where d.isbes 
auch as adt_ and codfish, (salt filh , the 
Jamaican national dish), rout breadfruit, 
paintain, paw-paws, mangoes, ealloo tapin. 
ach), b&mmiea, (euaava bread), bot natur-
al ebocolate and other delieadet were 
served with bot cbocol.ate. 
Unfortunately, all good things come to 
an end, aDd AD TuesdaY. September e, the 
group boarded the retum flight to New 
York, clut.e:hing .auveDira and ltudeDt - . 
The students were unanimous in their 
opiniolll about the sueeeu of the trip • all 
had bad a UDique and very enjoyaMe 
experience, all had been delighted by tbe 
College's plans to eombine a vacation with 
opportunities for Audy , and all had learnt a 
great deal in a abort time about the IOCiaI 
and eultural baekground of a eountry which 
had hitherto been just another one of thoee 
Caribbea.n.Ialaada! 
thing from your otherwise entirely &Ceu-
rate introduet.lon. Th~ are the circum-
stances you deteribe under which we first 
met. 
I do appreciate your protective motives 
in calling the place where we met "a 
restaurant." Butthat'. okay, kiddo, I ain't 
uhamed for the world toknow that I tipple 
- a bit. So go ahead and let 'em know that it 
was a Blarney Stone Bar. 
Il wAl.weetofyou and your girlfriend to 
oome by in the first place, with your bugle 
and tamborine. Yeah, it's true, 1 did wind 
up dryhumping your girlfriend and oop-
ping a few quia feels from you, but still, 
you didn't get the story quite right in the 
way you wrote it. 
See, rm a mix:ed-drink man. A .hot of 
beer with a tequilla chaser .Known locally 
u a shitlticker. Well, you and your litt.le 
friend , there, eame in a.bumping and 
a-grinding after I'd had my seventeenth of 
these. I had begun interviewing the bat-
stool next to mine somewhere around the 
fifteenth. "You must have developed a 
unique penpective on the human eondi-
tion,"Iw .. .. yingtoit. 
Well, when the stool &aid that it had 
made peace with all t.boee asaes, your 
girlfriend came over and admonished me. 
She milunderstood what w ... happening 
between me and the stool, and it's euy to 
see bow whe would; but she said "talking 
about a piece of .... is stric:Uy 1950's 
greaser male ehauvenism." With that she 
broke hertamborineover my head. 
Thaf. where you got the idea, Laurie 
Sue, thatlhe and I were discus.aing her role 
in a eex movie. What I actually said to her 
wu. "You have noidea how .tWlllingly you 
give tome head. (I said 'me' instead of 'my' 
because that's another 20 pounds) And it 
oughta be in a movie.Very inspirational:' 
I gue .. I .boWd clarify another couple 
points from the interview. 
First of all, you mi.slpelled the name of 
oneofmyfavoritedireetors. You printed it 
as Sam Pedkinpaw when it is actually 
spelled Peckinpah. I think you had him 
oonfused with Sam Peckerinpaw, who iI 
producer of25 eents-a-peep luck b)ps. 
Next, you misreprueDted my view of 
feminists . Thisisreally my fault , beeauaeI 
misunderstood your question. When you 
used the term "feminists", l did DOt realise 
you were referring to female proponanta of 
female liberation. I thought you meant 
people whomake lems. 
Well, you know, IIOID8body who mates 
music on a flute is caUed "a fiutest. M and 
somebody who malt. art is ealIed "an 
artist," and aomebody wbo makes macho is 
called "a machokist. " 80 it'. oaly Datura] 
that I thoupt that by "feminist" you 
meant people who make lems. 
Now, when wu the lut time you saw a 
factory-built fem? I'll tellya, they're Itar-
eer around here tbu elephant ahlt, even_ 
So all them feminista are feeling really 
sorry for tbemaelves, dontc.ba know. Il 
wu that whieh made me .say I think 
feminists are .self-pitying. Confusion of 
terms, see. 
A. for female liberation. I agree whole-
heartedly with the feminist stand. It is 
unfairthatGod dKJ not give women enough 
muscles to be.l men up, and this will be 
changed. I further agree that women 
. hould not be lorced to do droning house-
work with no eompensation other than 
room, board. use of the ear, use of the 
chargeeard, prot.eetion from the Hun •. and 
half of the whole Wr.e uROD the judge's 
d~. 
It is a dreadful situation and I wut togo 
on record right here and now ..... ying that 
1 am in oomplete .ympathy, lOme of my 
best friend, have been women(although I 
wouldn't want my sister to marry one) and 
that I have metquiteafew for whom I have 
had nothing but respect for their bodiea. 
One final point. I am not an eligJ.'ble 
b&ehelor. I am an eligib~ married man. I 
have f1fteen wives. Why the hay do you 
think I need to live in a I9-room hoU8e, 
anyways? [ keep them all in eepante 
rooms, ehained to the bedposts, whieh La 
why DOMI of them knows about the otben. 
Yea, your mathematical figuring is oor-
rect.--maybe you should change your ma-
jor?--19 rooml minUl15 wivea leaves four 
vaeant rooms. Any nubile, attraetive, 
wealthy female F1ute readen who would 
like to fill the vacant positions·-oh my, 
what positions-.may enter and .ign In. Or 
La it sign up and be entered . I don't know. 
Pour me another shittic:ker. 
Anyhow, I \bougbt I.hould bring these 
.dditions and oonfeuions to your atten-
tion. You got talent there, keed, and I 
wouldn't want to nip your bud, or some-
thing like that, e&reer-wise, beeauae of the 
blatent lies and rraudulanee in your First 
Interview. 
But thanks again for that peach~ keen 
intro. You are perfectly correet when you 
describe me as being "aought alter" (for all 
manner of things; ebeek with your ~ 
poItoffiee), "iDuedible," "talented," "in-
teresting," "the wittiest peraoa you have 
ever had the pleasure to meet," "a gnc:ioua: 
hoat," and "Mr. WOAderful." And AI ODe 
author to another, my hat's off to you and 
the great re.traint and underatatemeDt 
witb wbichyoudeseribeme. 
I really enjoyed being Your Fint. Wu it 
, good {or you. too? ............ 
llooS.........,IMr. S81 
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A neold E.colnc if (I tainted Y<"'ftg 
~ wAo,\(u idolizcd:EZw Prc,lq 
for yean. So mIlCh 10 that A. Au 1t1ldied 
1M mall" m1Uic and ~t • .me. Ja. 
waI Q. kid, developing a dage act tAm 
~r"a."e, all the m4711' (mid th,8N1 have 
been mmllI) pro/etriomll Elvis immitatQf'" 
that rve ,eft. Arnold, in Ul e penon of 
Eltlif, WIU tAB Ait 0/ the St1ldeftt/FCJC1lUy 
Talent SMwccu. wt qrmg. He let tM 
!odie. nuooning (and imprell.d tAe gmt. 
aI_U), witA tAree ,MIg, worth. of 00,1,;"', 
aa.\in ', groani7tg and '0 "","ping. Anwid 
W """tered 1M per!ornum jodol u -
pN.riotu .0 well tAat lfO'l COt&ld .wear It_ 
WIll Ihe real tAing. Clad m a fuMy, 
ItTOig"t-~gged, gold hit, with. a guitar 
/H'OV.M Ail fteck, A. twitched A .. hip., 
humped tAe micropiume and .ang in th.e 
mannertl&at made Elva. aC¥lt Aero. 
BlU tA.,in'tag;mmickoragooj. Anwld 
.\ai pmcticaUr dedtcGted Ail life to being 
Elvia Pw,ler. WAlle 108 went oll/.eliftg 
awftJ. obftt 1M de4lA 0/ Elvil Prell.", 
Anwld 1UaI actwallv nfferiTtg and luling 
liJuaparlofAimAod~d. NowAnwld Iuu 
all lAe mQf'W rcGIQft to hild w.p AU act, it ;, 
Auwayo/lcceping Elw'memory alitJ. and 
re/reded. The:. it Arnold', pu.onal tn'b· 
utetoElwPretlell, tAeKing. - L.B. 
by Arnold Escalera 
You see the stories &lid you see the 
L ~:~[k:n~v~o~:j~::~on~~~:.e it. 
True. Valentino died young. Maybe that 
wasthesamething. But, Jimi Hendrilt and 
Janis Joplin. they weren't the same thing. 
• ~I:::~:~~;,=~.and they seemed to be 
Elvis was old too. come to think of it. He 
was old: 42, bloated, a recluse in his million 
dollar mansion, surrounded by body 
guards, paying lor his fame with every 
other parl.ofb..iJ Iile. 
Still. Elvis. couldn't die. lrl the rational 
corner of my miDd, itjustdoean't register. 
Elvis was the biggest, the King. He 
wanted to become legendary. mythical , 
So, he behaved like a myth and c:ame close 
to becoming one. 
For 2S years, a thousand songs and a 
hundres bad movies, you could say that 
single word ELVIS and everyone knew 
wt-.o you meant. Everyone. 
ProMem it.legeodsdoo'tdie. 
He wu there from the beginning of rock 
and roll. Some I&y he wu the beginning. 
He wa!Jn'treally, but that', a cold academic 
distinction. To millions of people. he wu-
and that will do. 
Thit vast. undeniable adulation made me 
accept his rock and fOil divinity long before 
I cared much about hit music. Sure, he 
made some grelt records. such 18; Jail 
House Rock, Love Me Tender, Don't Be 
Cruel Ind Heartbreak Hotel. But these 
werehitearlysongs. 
I wun't paying much sttention to rock 
and roll, or any other kind of music, until 
early 60's, when I wu old enough to 
understand the music. 
t remember my mother telling me when 
Elvit fir.lt appeared on the Ed Sullivan 
show. The cameras would show him oruy 
from the waist up - a smlll decision which 
may be the most famous act of censorship 
in Television history. 
I really don't remember when he went 
into the Army, although many of the folks 
aroundmedo. 
When he got out of the anny and the 6O's 
rolled iD, I was crazy about him. There 
were some nice songs like, Can't Help 
Falling iD Love, while it was on the cbarts. 
Still, when they played Don't Be Cruel, an 
oldie but goodie, it wu music from the 
King. 
I didn't fully understand it, the whole 
Elvia thing, but something about the way 
that people spoke hit name, that single 
word ELVIS. made it very clear, 
In the early 70's I picked up a bunch of 
Elvis records. It wu from playing these 
slowly, over a period of years, that I began 
to realize why Elvis wu important to me. 
It wa!Jn't any single thing that he did - it 
was everything. His shaky legs. his guitar. 
... everything, 
I liked this man for what he was and he 
has inspired me to impersonate him at the 
age of twelve. There was IOmething about 
him that made me do it. Maybe it's his 
movement. I rea1!ycan'tt.ell. 
rve been deveiopiDg this Elvis skit for 
about seven years now and I think rYe got 
the hang of it. On June 3rd, 1977 I 
performed the Elvis skit at the Student! 
Faculty Talent Show. I really enjoyed 
doing it because it'slOmething that people 
wanttosee. 
I will continue to let him live on in my 
soul for a long time. And hopefully, 111 
present him on stage once again. 
How can he be dead? And ifhe is. howold 
and fragiledoe!l that make the rest of ua? ~ 
Arnold .. Elvis • . . and Arnold as Arnold 
FLUTE REVIEW 
Grateful Dead Concert 
by RotIeaAa RIIf.uao 
It was a sweltering 95 degrees when my 
frie1'¥l1 and I began our four mile trek 
through Englishtown, New Jers;:!Y: the 
sight for the Summers End Concert, 
sta.rring tlle Grateful Dead, Marshall 
Tucker Band and the New Riders of the 
Purple Sage. It was not quite nine o'clock 
and my compan.ions and I were already 
joined by thousands of other concert 
lovers. We made our way through the 
private lawns of some ungrateful (no pun 
intended) homeowners. But many of the 
residents set up coneession stands along 
their homes, selling hotdogs, balloons, and 
yes, even waterl AU of the stores ran out of 
ice and cold drinks by noontime and people 
were geUiDg sicit from the long and very 
hothiltetotheconcert. 
Outaide of Raceway Park and for miles 
surrounding. cars were parked It random 
as the beer cans that were strewn about 
the roads. We fmally reached our destina· 
tion. Woodstock replayed! Tons of people 
upon tons of garbage waiting and some· 
times pushing to get through the Raceway 
entrance. There wu a large sign outaide of 
the gale, prohibiting alcoholic beverages. 
About two thirds of the concert goers had 
no trouble bringingiD beer, wine and other 
"head food." 
We spotted a small but bare spot. on 
which tothrow our blankets down. Oh. the 
joy in just litting down for a few moment.s 
-even though there were 200,000 other 
people tripping over us and getting sick. It 
was now around three o'clock and after 
sitting lround for awhile and listening to 
the inaudible lOunds of the Purple Sage, a 
friend and myself went to look for water. 
Someone had said that. there were spigits 
of cold water about half way around the 
raceway. So we proceeded climbiDg I ' 
round, out and under and over people, 
peering over heads and through legs to find 
thst. blessed water spigot. We saw other 
people walking past us with containers, 
jugs and beer cans filled with water. We 
must be near. Only one problem, we 
thought, how come everyone who has 
wlter it covered with grimy mud? Our 
question was unhappily answered as we 
spotted five well spaced water spigots-
surrounded in knee·high mud. My mend, 
being ever so "gracious," volunteered to 
get the wlter. He quickly returned with 
ourcsnteen and wine bottle filled with nice 
cold water. There were many other thinty 
people around, because by the time we had 
made our way to the blanket.s (45 minutes 
laterl. half of olar water supply had been 
"donated" toat least twelve thinty people. 
asking for only "one sip." At this time, 
Marshall Tucker had finished playing their 
lew selections. 
Slowly, it started to cool off and we felt 
more comfortable, After a very long wait, 
around 6pm, the Grateful Dead made their 
appearance; they played mostly new 
songs. It w., very hard to hear them, much 
leu enjoy them from one half a mile aWIY 
(our calculated distance from the stagel. I . 
couldn't see a thiDg becaUM a large set of 
speakers sat directly in the center of the 
raceway. 
The Grateful Dead, when audible, 
sounded very anxious and organized. But 
what really bugged me it that they \oak so 
min)' muen minute breaks, that every 
time you'd start to get into the music, 
they'd say. "see you after our break." 
It was' now very dark and getting cooler. 
At around 10:30 pm, my friends and I 
decided to pad; up and start. our way back 
to the cars. Strangely enough, now we 
could hear The Grateful Dead pJ.ying four 
miles away. "Sugar MagnoLis" faintly 
swept the air as we pllced our tired, 
sunburned bodies in our cars and started 
our ride back home. 
Now aU in all, the concert wasn't thlt 
bad. There were lOme highlights to the 
Summer's End Coneerl. There were no 
outbursts of violence, people were as kind 
as could be expected to one another. And 
there was so much garbage around because 
there were only a very few garbage cans. 
Those thlt could be seen were already 
fdled. Abo, oDe young woman gave birth 
to her baby in the middle of the raceway 
but she refused to leave because she didn't 
wlnt to miss the concert. Finally, there 
were only about ten admittances to local 
hospitalsduetodrug related causes and 10 
io 200,000 isnot bad , 
As for myaelf, I feel it wasn't a totaJ Joss. 
Ilound acrumpled up five dollar bill amidst 
the broken bottles and abandoned coolers 
outaide the Raceway P~k Stadium. 
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'The Next Millionaire, Mike' 
by Bruce Brooks 
Now that many new student. artists are emerging. articles like this onc will 
probably appear in subsequent Flule issues. I am always at some what of a loss 
when it. comes t.o beginning ,ond keep thinking of t.he 1950's T.V. show "The 
Millionaire." in which John Baresford Tipt.on began each episode with: "Our next 
millionaire, Mike!!" Well. our nextarList is William Anthony Creider. 
Bill is someone whose motivation and work record extend back to the L&P days. 
In fact, a mask he made in T. Lanoues sculpture class is still on display in Ken 
Bergers Office in the Institutional He Jearch Dept. It was one of the first student. 
works La be included inLsGuardia 's growing permanent collection of fine art. 
A veteran of the army, Bill has only recent.ly developed a serious interest. in 
Art-PA RTlCUARI .. Y PAINTING. The first painting I recall of his was a small. 
hard·edged abstraction of finely acute triangles radiating. from the center and 
painted in very delicate. soft. pastel tones. The work was acrylic and caught my eye 
immediately as having a sense of color. Bill'a strength in painting is his natural 
sense to which I prefer to refer as rapport with color. He has an ability to organize 
and work comfortably with abstract. hard edge shapes. 
Talent in art, just like the many varieties of styles of painting, takes different 
forms. Some people are naturally graphically oriented. That is, they have an ability 
to draw what they see with excellent fidelity to the'actual subject. This talent is of 
course, representat.ional or figurative. Other people have a natural ability with 
abstract organiz.ation and color. The difference between abstraction an.d figuration 
is essentially the form: One is pictorial, the other is not. The qualities that make a 
Rembrandt great are the same qualities that make a Pollock great, quality in 
anything is consistent. Bill Creider has a natural abilit.y with abstraction. I have 
watched him work and am continually amaze:<! by bis fearlessness and ability to 
work directly into the blank surface and begin to create shapes and fonns. giving 
them colors that make logical sense and thus. conjure up the dynamics that become 
"Actual Painting." Not only is Mr. Creider fsollless or shall I ,'iay confident in his 
ability to meet the challe.nges of the unknown. but he works quickly as well. During 
the spring quarter be completed 4 works, all as extra curricular on his own time. 
Often he will work in rrn 236 all day and then aU ex.ening. BILL IS, TO PUT IT 
LlGHTLY,SELF MOTIVATED. 
Recently, Bill completed a painting approximately six feet tall by 80 inches. In 
effect, t.he scale of a door. This painting was " installed" in the office of the 
Humanities. The work involves a careful interplay between complementary colors, 
specifically blues and a peach colored orange/red. As we all know, the relationship 
visually between complementary colors is optically similar to that of black Bnd 
- white solid contrast, not devoid of a kind of vibrating effect. The interesting point is 
that the walls of the Humanities office are green, which is the complement of the red, 
Therefore, the relationship of the edge of the painting (pink/orange) to the wall is 
similar to that of the edge and the interior of the actual painting-vibration! !. 
What we have then is a painting that draws the attention of everyone in the room 
and con.sequenUy has caused on interesting controversy. Is this painting too strong 
for the working environment. of the office? The painting has since been moved and 
hung with the two large murals in the skylit hall of the first floor main. To be honest, 
the painting looks better with " breathing room. " 
Amember of the Art Club, Bill is fonnulating plans (as well as a portfolio to get 
into art school. At present he is not quite sure which art school he wants to attend. 
but he'!! applying to several. with the intention of choosing the most suitable to his 
needs. Any art school that acquire!! Bill will be more than fortunate to have someone 
of his ability and motivation La work with. 
If you would like to meet Bill. talk with him, and get to know more about him and 
his work, he can be found on Mondays and Tuesdays in rm M236 wh rking on new 
paintings. Two of his other paintings are on view in nn M237 right next to the door. 
And if our Mural project is a auccas!!, I'm sure we will all see some large scale pieces 
by Mr. Criedar. ' 
La.st minute Update: DuriDg t he IUD8 mW&e8sion break. someone removed a small 
12" l[ 12" painting of Bill'. from the mu:ral wibit area. In other worda. it haa been 
stolen. The nail on which it;as h UDg i..& s till there. I hope the thief wlII replace it. 
MARK SALTZ 
Visit to the Saltz Studio 
by ........... 
On the afternoon of Friday, July 22 the 
Fine Arts Club visited the studio of Mark 
Salt at 127 West 26th Street in Manhattan. 
Mark is a painter who has shown his work 
at numerous group exhibitions in and 
around the city. He has shown his work at 
the Aldrich MU56um in Connec:ticut and 
recently in a group show at the NEILL 
Gallery in Soho, 
Mark began by showing us some of his 
most recent work. These were paintings of 
a medium to large foremat approximately 
01.8" X 96". They were non-objective in 
nature and painted in thick. gritty acrylic 
of his own manufacture. The impasto is on 
occasion up to an inch thick. and is manipu. 
lated with metal scrapers and trowels as 
well as fhe traditional brushes. They are 
generally mOtlochromat.ic, that is. one col· 
or. These WOTks were made up of subtle 
mixtures of other eolors whicb optically 
formed a rich Single hue. The affecl. is 
similartothe way in which somered·green 
colorblind people percieve a single eolof'. 
They somehow manage to anallze the eolor 
compooents and although they do not 
necessarily percieve the single color. they 
can actually describe the colors of which it 
is eomposed·aceurately and in great detail. 
Alter a while, I asked Mark if he would 
show U$someofhis older pieces. to act as a 
developmental thread and show how he 
arrived at his present work. He then 
brought out a porloUs of approximately 50 
drawing! in charcol done from the figure. 
These were representative of one particu· 
lar period in his development and accord· 
ing to Mark, were related to cubism in 
eonc:ept, The drawings, like his painting!, 
had an incredible sense of the material, the 
charcol being manipulated in such away, 
Murals Unveiled 
On August 10th, Bruee Brooks, playing 
Master of Ceremonies, unveiled the Mys· 
teriousLaGuardia mu:raisto an audienc:e of 
assorted students and !aculty who were 
basically there for the wine that was being 
served in honor of the event. But, the 
rnu:rals are ornamenting space on the 18t 
Door, around room 122, and are actually 
subjects of eontrovany, The artists, all 
students, worked long. hard and unpaid 
hours on these projects and they certainly 
add alittle color to the corridor. 
As a matter of fact. there are more 
murals in the works and they will be 
installed in the near future, though prob. 
ably nol as ccl'9moniously as the fust ones. 
If you are interested in fmding out more 
about the "murals project," eontacl Bruce 
Brooks in room 237. 
as to be lusious. The overall structure was 
de"cribed by an animate figurative line 
akin to Matis8e. The line funrlioned aim. 
ilarily to the scraper marks in his non-ob--
jective painting!, derIDing large masses of 
material. 
Saltz studied painting at Pratt Institute 
and states that be feels t hat he has been 
painting seriously for about 10 years. Mark 
has painted almost always in thick impasto 
paint, originally in oils. Onee on the 
telephone, Mark mentioned how his par-
ents have a thickly painted sailboat and full 
moon, painted when he wuin high schooJ. 
If we saw one, we saw fifty paintings 
during our visit. It beeame clear that Mark 
is bQth prolific and works in a progression, 
beginning with a single idea, concept OJ' 
group of working drawings and paints from 
there. His work does not develop from 
tight to loose OJ' representational to ab-
stract but grow and permutates in very 
zen, introsped.ive manner. Each painting 
builds upon the previous one and although 
they move in a direction away from the 
original piece, primal threads re-emel'ge 
through the series. Then Mark sh01ll'ed up 
slides of a group of painting! (developed 
from a group of 20 or more drawings of a 
rubber plant. exploring a much more 
abstract notion, only distantly based on the 
ideaofthe original subject matter. 
After our intensive visit to his studio, 
Mark invited t he Fine Art Club into his 
abode for ice coffee which he allegedly 
bought for 75 cents per pound at a 
mysterious coffee shop in the neighbor. 
hood. then. after Mark and his dog did 
some tricks and we witnessed the Salt.zes 
ice crushing machine in action, we hit the 
streets and headed back to Queens. We 
hope tovlsit his studio again sometime and 
see where and how his 1II'0rk goes. 
Gary Vollo s tands 
In Iront 01 his mural 
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Would you like to attend a theater 
performance and afterward stand up and 
cheer and yell bravo? 
See Mummensc:hanz and after you have, 
gather up all the superlatives you can 
imagine and you still won't be able to 
explain why it moved you so. Mummen-
schanz is a unique theater experience t hat 
simply goes beyond words. 
Mumenshanz is a program in visual 
communication, a series of pantomimed 
interpretations of the beginning of man 
from the single cell to the primates, with 
emphasis on human communication . 
The Mums, as they are referred to 
affectionately. are three Swiss-born per· 
formers (Andre Bossard, Floriana Fras-
setto and Bernie Sehurth) who build their 
act in Swiss folk tradition which involves 
the use of masks. T hey have overstepped 
the boundaries of conventional pantomime 
to create a new fonn of t heatiea.l expres-
sion, unlike any you've seen before. 
The three become faceless entities, re-
maining masked at all times, successfully 
communicating t heir bumor and their 
meaning through movement. They per· 
form in black body atoekings and other 
flexible wrappings. They also design and 
construct all their own mu ks, costumes 
and props. 
In using these various body garbs and 
NOW PLAYINa AT 
TN_ .I~OU hUYaR 
O •• ROADWAY n masks, they become animals, insed..s and monsters. Legs become arms, heads be-rome bottoms and backs become bellies, until the various parts of the body are no longer identified and you can't tell which 
e nd is up. Their movements are so graceful 
and well-timed, they put we out-of-shape 
Americans to shame. It's fascinating. 
Mummenschanz keeps its audience in-
volved with their performance at all times. 
During intermission, a time when most 
performers prepare for the next act, the 
Mums are busy amusing and entertaining 
their audience wit h their antics, inviting 
them to join along in the fun . While Andre 
and Bernie invite the audience into the 
lobby (and later disappear out the fron t 
door without a trace. ) Floriana remains 
inside the theater, offering a roll of mask-
ingtape to anyone interested in creating an 
expression on her faceless mask . 
Mummenschanz, deriving it.! name from 
the Gwman "Mummen", meaning game or 
play and "schanz". meaning chance, is a 
delightfully different kind of entertain-
ment. It is amusing and at the same time, 
profound; but. it can be (and will be) 
appreciated by anyone. 
Mummenscharu: is easily enjoyed, yet. 
it's difficult to explain just why. See 
Mummenschanz, and yes, stand up and 
c:heer and yeU bravo. -L.B. 
Different. Exciting and Cheap Places To Go 
Although t he warm months are obvious· 
ly over. rd like to tell you of some 
different, exciting. and eheap places to go 
for an evening-plaeea r ve been to during 
these past summer months. 
One of the handiest things that La-
Guardia has provided us with is a student 
I. O. This little card can provide substantial 
Idiscount.! to student.! interested in much of 
hal's exciting around New York City . 
our 1.0 . card can usually get two discount 
·cket.! to many of t he plays around town . 
Greenwich Village offers many possibil-
"Lies for an inexpensive night out. The 
!Cirde ID The Square Theater on Bleeeker 
tr'eetoffers student rush discount ticket.!. 
how up around 7:80 p.m., haH an hour 
fore curtain and sit in t he $9.00 ticket 
section for $5.00. The theater is small aDd 
aU seats for the present attrad.ion "The 
Club," are good. If you'd enjoy a Iiglit 
hearted spoof, then you'll like "The Club." 
There Is much singing and dancing: ''The 
Club" is dilferent . Six women dress and ad. 
as turn of the century gentlement . The 
performam:eis so good, that if one does not 
know the d~ption beforehand, it is not 
easily observed. This is a very interesting 
and amusing musiea.l. 
The P r oviru:eto 'lt'D Piayhoule offers 
discounts too. Again. show your student 
1.0. along with $2.50 and one can sit 
practically anywhere in the house. This 
theater is also very small: it is a converted 
stabel, and many seats are on a flr$t come 
flr1t choice basis. The Fourth Wall, the 
HILDREN OF ADAM 
AT THE CHELSEA 
WESTSIDE . THEATER 
Though one might exped. to find a stage 
of fig.leaved perfonners running a-
und in CHD...OREN OF ADAM at the 
elsea Westside Theater, this is not the 
. Stan Stalins all·music: music:al con-
of six fully clothed performers on a 
her barren stage that split into three 
pies who. in song, explore and expound 
the ups aDd down. of love relationabipa. 
ach duo enada a diHerent asped. of 
mantic involvement and between the six 
f them, they tover juA about every facet 
f loving, still managing to meet on ' 
mmon ground at bquent point.!. 
CHILDREN OF ADAM is baaieally 
e joy of d.isc:overing a lifetime lover to the 
desparation of sleeping around. The play 
covers all point.! with tendem el8, sensitiv-
ity and humor. So make allowances for an 
oc:cuional dull moment and the lack of 
intermission . 
Being a sentimentalist. myself, I enjoyed 
CHILDREN OF ADAM: particularly the 
touchiDg "Sleep My Child ," as sung by 
Elizabeth Lathram who managed to get 
pregnant and give birth without leaving 
t he stage and still mue it "ork. 
ll you see ClDLDREN OF ADAM, bring 
someone, other than your grandmother, 
whose hand you can hold and e njoyl 
The stars are: Gene Bua. Elisabeth 
Lathram: Karen Philipp, Robert Polenz, 
Roger Rathburn and Carole Schwied. The 
produc:tion wu conceived for stage and 
directed by John Driver. I>rinlts are 
served before the performance. -L.B. 
company in reaidence. is now presenting a 
new and original three ad. play written by 
oneof the members of the c:ompany. Irthis 
new production is anything like t he fare 
offered before the summer you can be 
auured it will be exceUent. 
Get twenty or more people together and 
get group discount tic:keLs for the Wednes-
day matinee of "For Colored Girls Who 
Have Considered Suicide/Wben the Rain· 
bow Is Enur." The $9.00 matinee ticket 
seUs at the group rate of $5.00. There are 
not student diseount.! for this play, but it ill 
worth the effort to try to assemble a group. 
This is one or the fines offerings on or off 
Broadway today. Any ticket for this play is 
a bargain: it's great! 
One source of good cheap entertainment 
COMING IN THE FLUTE 
hdThROWS 
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TEN YEARS lATER 
••• ANd ••• 
ThE pAssiON 
of dRAculA 
is the ViDqe Voice. Pick up • COP), of this 
week1y newspaper and fmd lilIted Off and 
orf orr broadway plays. The price of 
tickets are not always advertised, but t he 
phone number usually are. Call the number 
given and ask about di.scounts, many do 
give t hem. The Voiee also list other event.! 
going on around town for $2.50 and under. 
Check room Ml22 for discount ticket.! to 
broadway plays and movies. There is 
usually someone t her ~ho will be happy to 
turn you on to whatever is available. 
Be sure to call and check when all 
discount.! are available. Most bargains are 
Monday thru Friday. Some can be for the 
weekends too, but it is best to check . 
Nearly all offers are void on holidays. 
CYDthiaT. KueD 
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I would suppose that SUSPIRIA 
means suspense. Well, that is right , 
because I was in suspense waiting 
for the last twelve minutes of the 
film, where, according to the adver-
tisements, I was supposed. to be 
scared. out of my wits. If you like 
overrated movies and plenty of spe· 
cial effects, then you should go see 
SUSPIRI A. 
Girls, be prepared to bury your 
head in your date's arm for a ·few 
scenes. But other than that. the 
movie is dull at times. The adver-
tisements stat.e: " You 'll never want 
to be alone in the dark again." Not 
so with me! After the movie, I went 




It Happened One Day 
The oLhu day I wandered out onto my readings. A bit perterbed .lnonchalant-
LaGuardia's spaciousfive-beneh eampus in ly gazed upward to see what the matter 
5eart:h of. seat. Lucky I was. for there was might be. To my suprise. I found a six foot 
but one available seat to be found; the penis st.a.nding before me. It wu quite 
others were aU occupied by an assortment nude. you know. The skinny girl immed· 
0(. loaaytheleast,"unique" La Guardians. iately jumped on it. Now, I usually like 
Well , ill were looking (or. tbrill. it would penises. but this one was just not my type. 
not have been found where I was to be I wondered if it was a student ~ause fd 
seated. I squished in between a male never seen it on eampus before. 
person, of obese proportion. who was It flashed me a wild looking grin which 
enjoying an ice cream and a simultaneous made me feel rather uncomfortable. I 
nOM-pick, and a thin person, of no propor- decided to leave the area to avoid further 
tion, who was perspiring heavily and eonfrontation with the humongus object. 
grinding her teeth . I wondered what the Gathering my belongings. I walked into 
hell J was doing there and hoped that the building. The towering shadow behind 
indulging in some good pornagraphic liter· me told me I was not alone in my travels. 
ature would make me forget I was there. At this point I was becoming rather 
"Maybe," thought I , "something good will annoyed, as well as somewhat embarr· 
occur." assad- imagine how it looks being fol · 
The fat person, upon gobbling down the lowed around by a six foot phallus. The 
lut of his ice cream and aighting the ice nerve of it. 
cream truck about to depart, panicked and How bright of me, ha·ha, to think I 
ran frantically after it.. In all the excite· would find recluse in the ladies room I 
ment. he left behind him a fan , which should have known that any six foot penis 
lingered in my air and mingled with t he at LaGuardia is bound to be of low 
st ink of near·by factories. Charming! Nev·' intelligence and lacking in manners. For 
ertheleu,l was delighted with t he space follow me. it did. 
provided. I remained, to enhance my So, there I was, tace to face? with this 
carnal knowledge. engrossed in a "dirty uneommonly large "you·know.what." It 
book." I ignored the persistence of the leaned against the wall and sort of rubbed 
grinding teeth beside me and relaxed. up and down against it, as if it had an itch 
determined t hat the rat person, should he on it's back, grinning all the while. Silent· 
return, would not reclaim his seat. 1" I watched in amazement. figuring it 
I had alm05t relieved myself of my harmless and an interesting subject for a 
unbecoming, all-too-familiar surroundings story . But, all of a sudden, before I was 
when luddenly, the sun seemed to fade and fully aware of the circumstances before 
I had hardly enough light to eootinue with 
to be eontinued 
FAMily AFFECTiON 
" Mommy, Mommy, I'm cold !" 
" Shut up and get back in the refridgera tor! " 
Johnny, quit pulling your sister's ear, 
Johnn y, quit pulling your sister's ear. 
All right, give me the ear, 
Mommy, Mommy. little brot.her is on fire. 
Quick, get the marshmeUows! 
Mommy, Mommy, what's an oedipus complex? 
Silly boy, come here and give momma a big kiss, 
Mommy. Mommy, why can 't we get. a garbage disposal? 
Quit yer bitchin and keep chewing Kid! 
Mommy, Mommy, it 's so dark down here! 
Shut up smartass, ya want me to flu sh again? 
Mommy, Mommy, why is Daddy sost.iII? 
Oh, shut up and keep digging! 
Mommy, M ommy, I don 't want to go to Hawaii! 
Just shut up and keep swimming, you '1/ be fine. 
SICKlE JOKE 
OF THE MONTH 
There was Lhis guy who was seeing a 
t hera pisL t.hree times a week for ten 
yea rs. Fina lly, one day his t herapist 
said : "Son, you ·ve got beasLia lity.·· 
SOMETiMES 
A Riddle Feeling rotten and confused, Lhe guy 
hopped down to the loca l pub and began 
pouri ng ou t his problems to the 
bartender, li e said: "Gee, Joe tlet 's 
assume the bartender's name was Joe), 
l·ve been seeing this therapist for ten 
years, three times a week, and today he 
told me I had beastiality. I don't even 
know what beastiality i!l!" 
Sometimes I look like a li ttle mi n 
Sometimes I'm pink and sometimes I'm tan 
Sometimes, I stand up tall 
"Well," said Joe, "Beastiality is when 
you have !lex with animals. You know: 
hor!*!s. dogs, pigs, sheep, COws, .. kunks, 
porcupines and chicken~." 
"Yuk,"· said the guy. "Chickens!·' 
Sometimes I look really small 
At times I tend to look purple and green 
I can be mellow, or I can be mean 
Sometimes I 1m round and fat 
Sometimes I just lay ugly and flat. 
But my purpose is basically the!Wne 
I can make you feel good, or make you feel 
pam. 
What am I? 
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Lavern, 
Something tean'ng you apart? Got a problem that 
seems unsolvable? Are you repressing the echo of 
those unanswered questions? Got a gn'pe? Is there 
something on your mind that is so totally absurd. 
obscene and embarrassing that you feel too dupid to 
ask? Is there something you 'ue always been dying to 
.tay, but haue neuer had tke courage to speck up? 
Don't keep these conflicts bottled up i.nside any 
longer. Just spla.sh your emotions onto paper and 
send them to me, Lavern, and help will be on the way. 
Use a pen name or remain annonymou$. My column is 
open to any and all question.s, relating to any subject 
under tke stars, ouer the rainbow or in your under-
pants. Whether you are male. fem1lle or undecided, 
Lavern can help you! 
Send all questions to: Decr Lauern. clo Fiorello's 
Plute. and drop them of{ descreetly in the Flute mail 
box in room M122 or deliuer them to the Flute office, 
which is inconspicuously hidden in the rear of the 
SONY cafeteria.. 
Looking forward to hearing {rom you, 
Lauern 
Dear Lavern, 
I love you. I worship the paper you're 
I wear your column in my sox and paste 
on my underwear. I fantasize about 
dirty words all over my body. Can we 
get together soon. My mother is dying to 
I've been dating this cute little chick for two 
months. I take her out dancing, to the movies -
anyplace she wants to go. But, she won't even kiss 
me goddnight. I'm going nuts! Don't you think she 
owes me something by now? 
you. . A Lavern Lover - All Hot and Bothered 
Lavern Lover. Dear A.H.B., 
taste in women is admirable but you'll just 
to get in line. Please give your mother my best 
try again. Say. around January. - Lavern 
She owes you nothing and, if you were any kind of 
a gentleman, you'd realize this. But, if I were you, 
I'd check my breath. - Lavern 
DON'T You HATE WilEN ••• 
· .. your date throws up in your new car? 
· you get food stuck in between your teeth and have no tooth pick handy? 
· .. you get a mosquito bite between your big toe and your second toe? 
· . you get to the bathroom and discover the last person forgot to flush? 
· . you go on a blind date and your date is really blind? 
· .. you find a bug on the bottom of your coffee cup, after you've drunk the coffee? 
· .. your five day deoderant wears off in the middle of the second day? 
· .. you're speaking to someone who spits when they talk? 
· .. your dog pees on t.he rug because you were too lazy to walk it? 
· .. a reckless pigeon craps on your head? 
· .. people are talking about you behind your back when you enter a room? 
· you step in doggie· doo? 
· .. you have bad breath and no gum? 
no one tells you that somet.hing is hanging out of your nose? 
· .. someone takes an ugly picture of you and passes it around? 
· .. someone farts on t.he subway in the middle of rush hour? 
· you laugh real hard and start choking? 




Editor's Note: Sandy Schubert, feel· 
ing cutsie and creative one day, d~ 
cided to write a story spoof on me 
and my famous "to be continued" 
taks. 
We're leauing it up to you aspi,.. 
ing perverts out there to complete 
Sandy's tale of sensuous suspenS6 
and intrigue. 
Whoever whips up the raciest 
ending gets a special treat, which 
will be reuealed at a later date. 
Send your submissions to: "Racy 
Ending" - and drop it off in the 
FLUTE mailbox. in room M·122, or 
bring it to the FLUTE office, weat· 
ed in the rear of the Sony cafeteria. 
-L.B. 
by SaDdy Shubert 
It was one of those days that you don't 
feellilte working. The sun waa warm, and 
there wasjuatahintofaeool breete,lifting 
the hair from my face. I was feeling 
particularily ravishing this morning-a 
totaUy unbia.sed. opinion. My hair was 
shining with just a hint of red glistening. 
like rubies through my dark, wavy hair. 
My akin glowed peaches and cream_cour· 
tesy of Max Factor. My di5co jeana fit the 
curves ormy sensually young body. 
After passing through the usual crowd of 
gawking, disgusting horny men, I reached 
my destination-work. Eager to jump into 
the tedium of office duties, 1 entered the 
elevator. 
To my dismay, when I reached the office, 
the door was Ioclted. Oh. what to do, with a 
hot coffee eontainer seorehing my little 
hand and my bladder about to break, I rode 
up and down on the elevator pondering my 
troubles. Then the elevator stopped and on 
walked a tall man in dark clothes, looking 
as if he'd just stepped out of the "Twilight 
Zone." He stared at me with pierting blue 
eyes, or were they green? One becomes 
confused at. times like these. In s voice 
vaguely reminiscent of Vincent Price, he 
said: "Going down, aren't you?" I replied, 
rather meekly: "No, sir, I'm going up." He 
snickered: "We'U see about that, won't 
we?" His snicker turned to laughter, his 
lsughter into a howl. 
Shall I say, at this point, I became 
anxious. The coffee stopped scorching-
pain has limits. But, my bladder was 
sending emergency messages for relief. 
The elevator, which had been moving 
slowly, started hurling downward at in· 
creasing speed. I fell to the floor, cring;ng 
with unexplained fears. The tall man 
towered over me, his huge arms encircling 
me, then ... Tobecontinued. 
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The Beards Of 
LaGuardia Revealed 
We know that a.1I YOIl beard freaks 
out there must be dying to know 
the names of all those foUcie· 
faced fellows who appeared in The 
Beards of LAGuardia (July issue). 
So as fiot to boggle your brains 
any longer. 
I . Oom Hofaro. Writing Center tutor 
2. Terry Parker, Student Patrol, 
Security 
3. Bruce Brooks, technician, Art 
Department 
4. RalphGarrett, Oir. Extended Day 
5. Mike Bakaty, instructor, Art 
Department 
6. Umoja Kwanguvu. faculty 
advisor, Humanist 
7. Sheldon Wilkins, Student 
Activities Committee 
8. Paul Barker, instructor. Social 
Science 
9. William Crull, Asst. Director. 
Operational Services 
10. Dean William Hamilton. Dcan of 
Students 
II. Itobert McVeigh, College 
Relation!!, faculty advisor to Flute 
12. Andy Dadamo, Extended day 
student 
13. Joe Menno. Multi · Media, student 
1<1. Neil Trager, instructor. 
photography 
15. Richard I~ittle, Assistant 
Coordinator, SAC 
16. Vincent Banrey, Coordinator, SAC 
17. Leslie Curtis, Professor, 
EXl.ended Day 
18. Noah Jemison, instructor, Art 
Department 
19. Andy 8oluga. Director, 
Career Resource Center 
20. John Buckley, instructor, 
English Department 
Due to a lack of space, we callnOI 
repn'nt the beard photos. We thank 
them {or lending their beard$ to U$, 
anyway. Winners o{the non ·contest 
are: Cecilia Macheski. Professor, 
English Deportment,- Robert4 
Matthews, Chairperson. English 
Department, and Sandy Schubert, 
Art student and Flute writer. 
Since we all enjoyed CHILDRENS LITERATURE so much, II, follow up course, 
CUI LDRENS LITERATURE II, will be added to the course offerings in the Winter 
quarter. The course picks up where the first section left off and will deal with 
literature written by, for and about adolescents, occasionally dipping back into folk 
tales and fantasy, which are of course the roots ofCHILDRENS LITERATURE. 
Ifyou've already oompleted CHILORENS LITERATURE I, course II isa must! 
For further information, Conlact Sandra Hanson at 626-or I~aurie Brockway at 
784-6881. 
This course, which is sure to be as interesting, informative and fun as 
CHILDRENS LITERATURE I, can be used as an English requirement or an 
elective course. See you soon. 
Earn While 
You Learn 
Work f or (nwood 
Temporaries 
Imm~dii\te openings for 
mU~lesling jobs. We work 
wllhin your schedule 




S''''lfYI'ISlS IICIU ... ltlU 
ENWOOD 
Tempori\ry Service 
Q [4S St Q81 4080 
1608'()d(iwoly 1:1:70700 
Parking Opens 
On Satelite Roofj 
Decals Available 
PARKING:The CoUege now occupies the 
parking lot located on the roof of the 
SateJite Building. Though the decals for 
day parking have already sold out, it is 
possible to purchase parking booklets that 
are good for 10 parks. These booklets can 
be bought for $10 and are good for parking 
after 3:00 PM daily and from SAM-SPM 
on Saturdays. If you are interested, the 
booklets can be purchased at the Business 
Office located on the 2nd floor of the L&P 
Building, ext. 27S1. 
Decals for day parking go on sale each 
intersession period and parking spots are 
limited. So, keep in mind that sales are 
made on a flNJt come, fint serve basis. 
"Hey, Who Emptied 
Out My Locker .... " 
Jane Doe and John Smith ran frantically 
through the corridors of the Sony building 
basement, chanting harmoniously "Some· 
one has broken into our locker and all our 
stufl i5 gone." 
"My Lord" said John Smith, "it must 
have been my wife." 
"My Lord" said Jane Done, "it must have 
been my been my husband," 
"My Lord" said the two together, "we've 
been snagged." 
Indeed, this would account for John 
Smith's consistent ring around the collar 
and Jane Doe's husband's three week·long 
headache, as well as for the disappearnace 
of the contents of their joint locker. 
Fortunately for Jane Doe &lid John 
Smith, this was not the case at all. Had 
Jane Doe and John Smith not been so busy 
smooching in the Sony cafeteria all summ· 
er, they would have noticed the signs that 
were posted up around campus toward the 
end of the quarter. The signs were put 
there by the security department and the 
read: AD iocketl milK be emptied by 
Auguat 28th, 
Jane Doe and John Smith can now rest at 
ease. And, if they'd like 1.0 reclaim the 
contents of the locker they once called their 
own, they can trot on down to the office fo 
Operational Services in the Main building 
basement room 46 and say: "C&II we please 
have the contents of the locker we once 
called our own," Their belonR1nJtS will be 
returned to them promptly and gladly. 
Though Jane Doe and John Smith had 
grown' rather fond of their locker, it has 
probably been rented by Sally Jones and 
Bob Brown by now. And of course the 
combination has been changed. 
But for $1. 50 cent! each, Jane Doe and 
John Smith can rent a new locker. They'll 
have to do this on week days before 4 pm 
and they'll have to hurry while th~pply 
last. 
Each September lockers go on sale for 
$1.00 and for that $1.00 you a,re entitled to 
use the locker for four quarters. Sorry 
folks, eveD if you don't reDt a locker until 
December or May, its still a buck. But 
beware, at the end of each summer quar· 
ter, you've got 1.0 empty your locker orthe 
Security department will have to do it for 
you. But don't worry, aU your stuffis safely 
stached away waiting for you to claim it. 
Just bring along your ID card and your 
locker number if you have it and your 
belongings will be returned. But remem· 
ber if you empty your lockers at the end of 
the summer quarter, you can avoid the 
hassel all together. 
So if you 'are a Jane Doe or John Smith 
who is still wondering why your locker no 
longer opens with your old tombination 
and you are concerned as to the where· 
;::~r~ ~1~~;~~:i~ls~:t ~~~yb~ ~~e!:~' 
i~~'1f~1~ 
\\OH THANK HEAV~NS, 17HOV~rNO ()NE 
VV()(Jt.iJ ~~~ t::I"i!'N TIllS l.OCKER.I! // 
'My way of loking is to tell the truth 
- it's the funniest loke in the world.' 
-G.B. Shaw 
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COUNTRY CRUZER 
Hickory Run Slate Park is located in a 
rural ~a that the Commonwealth I'If 
Pennsylvania. fll'St &quired b1 tre.ty from 
the Indians. The park is the larreat I'If the 
Recreatil'ln.1 Demnn.tration treat in 
Penns1lvania. These recreational ~as . i~~~~~~~~~;'J werel'lriginally developed by the National Park Serviee. Loc:ated in the Poconl'l 
Ml'luntains, this 15.000 acre park I'Iffers a 
varietYl'lfrecreationalfacilltie •. 
Facilities: HikingtTallt fromS/. miles to 
• miles through natural boulder IUrTOund-
ings. lakefronl beach area, picnic area. 
umpsites. fishing and .c:ampstore. 
Travel: From the Geurp Washll'lgtoa 
:::~~a;EI Bridge. go straight on Il'Iterslate 80 fill' iii about two bours. Getl'lffthehighwayatthe 
;.,;;;,£:~~~. Hickory Run Slate Parkuit. 
Informatioa: Park Superintendent 
tucklll'1 Run Slate Park 
RDI 
White Haver, Penns11vania 18661 
Phone': (717)«3·9991 
With Autumn upon us. man, people are 
puUing in the house plants and bracing 
themselvet for winter. Fill' the few hardy 
8Oul. whodon'l mind the pleasant grain of 
theautumnwind,oature hikel to colorful. 
lsol.tedarea~anieeday'ssojourn. 
One luch hike up Brace Mountain will let 
you stand 00 the New Yl'lrk/Connecticut 
border while YGU view the belulirui forest 
preserve. To go to Brace Mountain you 
must first travel to Sali.abw-y, Conn. From 
Salisbury YGU take Wahinee Street toward 
MGunt Rigl State Park; thit road turns to 
dirt. Bear right at the lake and continue 
until,ot1 come to • wooden gate; thit gate 
it a few mile. up on the left. Park here and 
walk on the road toward the mountain. 
MottGfthetraili.Oat,witha.hortsection 
Gf moderate iM.1ioe. Where the incline 
bep., there it alittle tide lrail running I'Iff 
to the right. Thit trail lead. to the New 
YGrk I Conn. geographical boundary 
marker. 
TG reach the peak, YGU must return to 
the main trail and proceed up the incline . 
Turn leh at the Indine and walk to the 
Cairn. At the top, YGU can tee New YGrk, 
Connecticut a.nd Massachusetts. The view 
i. magnificent and a number Gf wild birds 
canbeobserv~fromthi8polnt.8inoeulars 
and/Gr a amera are a mUIt. The actual 
walkingtimeisabouttwGorthreehoun. 
Even II you are not motivated to go for a 
ride,or1eavetheCityforawhile,everyone 
should attempt to' gel Gut for a waUt or 
hike. Autumn it the bi.ped timeGfyear. 
~I~I 1'--..... ' ~C~~+";TRUCTOR. 
• ~ '.-~...,. ORGAN IZER .. . 
CALL: SKI-O-RAMA TOURS (SI6) 48S·105O Jtl00 
·No 1>rI"'O~1l luclli"l ,,,peric"':t M(n1-ll~· • wt'l lui .. you 
Bionic Cow. 
collegiate camouflage A ~B'onlc Cow~ it now on displlY .t the Hall of Scienee. It move. forward., back-
wards, wagl ill tail and gives powdered 
milk. It was designed by a Itudent team 
from Columbi. Univer.ity In. competition 
sponsored by the American Society of Civil 
















R Y A R E K C A H T Y I 
E N K L U A F L Z A C K 
Y L T 0 P 0 Z 0 L T C R 
K E X 0 W B M F W E V 0 
S K T U W E L A B A W G 
v E Z U H N I N L W C R 
E N 0 T G N I K R A T C 
Y K E 0 F E 0 X Z U M A 
0 0 W U T T N L A G A U 
T A R S Y T A N 0 H L 0 
S E M A L B L E 0 F E R 
0 L N U S E T N A V R E 
0 F A R M H U X E L R K 
S T I N E H Z L 0 S 0 L 
N 0 S N E V E T S L 0 Z 













































Each student chapter wn !Peen the 
unusual assignment: to build any model 
using an Electric Motori.J:ed ~Erectol'" Set 
that imapativcly illustrate. any principle 
Ill' application Gf engineering knowledge. 
The "Bionk Cow" appears along with a 
Retractable Bridge". a.n "Arch-Support. 
ed Warehoute", a "Uh Bridp" and a 
"SO- TGn Crane". 
TheideaGfu.ingtoy.totcachpnnciplet 
I'I( lCience and engineering began in a 
school in Spani.h Uarlem where I",aduate 
level architecture course was adapted to 
awaken the interest Gf the children in 
science and engineering. The Idea was 
,uC1:ll!Slful and its UH Ipread to other cit, 
sc:hooldiltricU. 
Theuhibit c:a1.Ied "Project ImqiDltiOD" 
is nGW It the Hall of Science thru Decem· 
ber •. 
The Hall Gf Science Is open Wednelday 
through Friday 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., 
Saturday. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and 
Sundays 11:00 a.m. toti:OO p.m. 
The Hall Gf Sciene. it easil1 reached by 
the IRT Flushing Line Train If1 to llUh 
SttMt. For those In Queen. and Brookln, 
theQ2:3 bu. to 48th Ave. a.nd l08Ua Street, 
Ind the B58 bus to Corona Ave. and l08th 
Street, like you within a .hort "alking 
distancel'here it ample parking availabkl. 
Looking good ••• 
Notice something different? 
You're right! THE FLUTE is lookln' 
pretty good, huh? Well, we're pleased 
to announce thai We've changed print · 
ers. We're now working with BAOOI(LYN 
MEDIA and they're a bunch of creative 
folks who specialize In college news· 
papers. Located at 28 Court Slreet, In 
beautiful downtown Brooklyn. Ihey 
offer a unique service, often working 
around the clock to meel deadlines. 
" you are Interesled In printing sny 
kind of publication, we highly recom· 
mend 8AOOKLYN MEDIA. Check It out I 
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The 8hIdeIrt Council 01 LaGUllrdla Communlt. 
College" elected b. atudenta - to rep""'" 
atudent. view. and atudent.Intereata In both 
linanclal and academic matters. 
It is up to YOU to elect the governing body 
of 12 students who will represent you for 
the next year. 
DON'T FORGET TO 
STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS 
NOVEMBER 4TH - NOVEMBER 11 TH 
For additional Information, drop by Room M122 anytime. 
